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Che purpose of this pa:er is to evolve a satis-
factory and 3ou?id retirement system for the United states
Savy based on established and proved scientific prin-
ciples governing such systems* The study seems timely in
that a study of the United itates Javy Jletiresjent iystera
is now being uttderti*ken in Washington, <)• $•
In the approach to the problem of evolving an
adequate and sound retirement syatesi and the extent to
which it might be similar in the several services, it is
the intention of the writer to discuss and compare the
existing retireiaent systems of the United itates Havy, the
federal civil service, the public employees of the ^tate
of uhio and, where pertinent * to discuss phases of the re-
tirement plan provided for the Foreign Service Officers of
the >tate department of the united -States and that pro-
vided for industrial workers "by the iocial Security Act of
1^35* In Chapter I an attempt will be triads to acquaint
the reader with a "brief history of retirement tainting and
its social philosophy as well aa the objectives t by
the adoption of liliiwill plans* Chapter II will deal
with the operation of the several systems as regards their
* By a subcommittee of tne Joint iervice 2ay Qoxamittee,
Washington, D. C. , 1j47-4S*
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acUaini strati on Mi source of funds. Comparison of the
"benefits Ml itiea acquired by sembers of the several
systems will "be the subject material of Chapter 111*
Chapter If discusses the need of a new concept in retire-
ment aystea* operation in the United itates Bavy and pro-
poses a plan for that service which would be socially
acceptable, isral conclusions and needs for action are
susu&arised in Chapter /.
The autnor wishes ta express his sincere gratitude
to Dr. Barren :.r for the giving of his time and
patience and for his invaluable assistance in the prepara-
tion of this thesis, tar the thesis as finally presented,
the author takes full responsibility.
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.lie study of retirement olans and their application
presents raany interesting and important problems* The
necessity for such plana in all areas of service, whether
government, military, or industry, is now an estct ed
ana generally accepted fact* ietireraent systems have
"become r< sea as an important tool in building up the
morale of our several services as well as an instrument of
provision for support in old age* EM trie military and
the civil HffTitei have different philoBOjmies about the
operation of this sao-oallsd tool* inch of that difference
ia accounted xor by the fact that legislation establishing
a retirement program for our civil services is relatively
recent, while that for our military service a dates back
to colonial days* The concept of retirement systems in
our civil service is to provide for security in oil age-
that period when a person is no longer productive* On
the other hand, retirement benefits la our military ser-
vices have been considered rewards for satisfactory
service*
u* all retirement plans need not be exactly the
same to be good retirement plans* Ml iewia erian* says,
retirement systems are £?ood if they fulfill the require-
ments of that branch of service to which they u >ly and
at the saxae tiiae are fair to employee both a^ a class
and as individuals, as well as satisfactory to a public
appreciative 01 the ocial value of a system and, of
2course, financially sound. Certainly, however, an
objective 3tudy of retirement systems ought to reveal the
existence of operating principles common to all systems.
That these common principles do not exist is a fact
illustrated "by the different social philosophies "hack of
our civil and military retirement systems. Can such a
difference be justified? The writer thinks not, and it
is one of his purposes in the thesis that follows to show
that the first 3tep wiiich must he taken in order to
establish a sound retirement system for the 0. i. Ilavy is
the acceptance of an entirely new principle of social
philosophy.
1 Lewis Mtriarii, ~ r
i







In our efforts to understand the differences in
social philosophy underlying the several retirement sys-
tems, a study of the historical background of our naval
and civil service retirement plans is both interesting
and enlightening* The social philosophy governing the
thinking of practical ly all the FBttlgftHi plans in the
United Itettftf ^rith the exception of the military serv-
ices, is siniiar. One of the bases of this difference
lies in the historical origin of the plans and in the
static characteristics of the military p&Ml as opposed
to the dynamic tendencies of those of the civil service.
It is essential to arrive at a soonon understanding of
the social philosophy of retirement plans "before it is
possible to develop any ammon principles for the o >e ra-
tion of such systems. Ml irrocks has stated that
throughout History philosooJxy has "been the springboard
for objective research. Thus, if m consider that tne
task of philosophy *is to fona a© consistent as possible a
general conception of our collection of experiences so
that we tan 2uide our conduct in aeoord&iice with the
John . orrocks, < iuoational Research Bulletin ,
fol« 1£YI, lo. 7» p. 137, October 157 TwF,
x3general conception* we can see readily the necej^ity for
»ts4jl*g the background of nreseat re tireneat jyiftawn in
an effort to *coilect our experience -j** should they be a
MT4 for service, or a gratuity, or should they be
essentially a provision for security in old tflft? avy
oysters, intentionally or otherwise, Uao been evolved oa
the former p1 12.4 34 Qf -'aercas MMt other plana ImM "been
ed on the latter. An historical approach si&y serve to
K UN reasons for the iiffer< : acs in concept. The end
result of all retlr?'- nt plan security in old age* "but
it is the retl.od of achieving this end that accounts fcr
the different Sffr—pti in the several services.
ilitary pensions had their origin far back in
history. the seventeenth uni ti sixteenth centuries
pensions were granted as ressards for faithful military
aerricc * aoTerelgM as an M« of jraee. 4 There w*8 «
ri :ht to such reward or gratuity on the part of the
individual and absolutely no obligation on Hfl part of
the Crown. bases of service other than military sere
gradually included in the eligibility for each regards
but there was no ri^ht of the individual to these regards.
they iwere gratuities oure and staple. . I oyees were
3 J. * ialdane, -y -cities a an
,
d ^i.io30Q.:y > p. 4
4 The •Ciuke of HirTHiTeUfll had as a result of his
military service an estimated yearly income froa grata i-
ties anstrntiag to 6<d. a in .1?)
intsbury, .ngliah ortraea- arlborou.£h » p. 147).
merely too la- The British made such an interpretation of
retireroent benefits quite plain in their Act of 1834*
lection 3) of the act af 1834 specifically states
#».
-provided mlW*fB$ that ftothlag i v i taia -.ct con-
iliali extend or "be otmtart»e4 to to
-ire any person an absolute rlgfet to com sensation
for past services* or to any suoer&nnuati.
retiring allowance under this Act, or to ieprive
the fJmmtwmlmmm of bis Majesty* 3 Treasury, and
MM heads or principal officers of the respective
department g of their pvmr and authority to dis-
miss any person fro I the puhlie service without
e wmpe nsati on * 5
The employee hi^d no definite rights to any "benefits what-
soever*
This heritage of pension thought was "brought to
cur colonies fro* iaglaod and formed the "basis of our
first retirement systems, which «ere for the military
services. The first nat I pension law, p; on
August t§| 1776, was eoaua in philosophy* It provided
one h&lx for life or during disability to any officer,
soldier or sailor losing a litsh or bee it—
I
in
the service of the united Hates so as to render him
unable to earn a livelihood* ^s MM definitely "hased
M a realisation of UtM social, responsibilities of I
government* B»—yei g during those dismal, disheartening
souraging periods experienced during the
IS --'ran cis A&a&Sf editor, The j'est <ear I oa*u 1933
1933 , p. 5)8*
11 UUaa Henry Oiasson, ederal 'Military Pen sions
in the u» .
«
» p« 38*
h i mm I .. in j» n .ii »«»1«M«l, *
6Revolutionary 3ar measures had to be t&£en to encourage
personnel to reisain in the military services rather than
go back to their homes* Congress on 'ay 15, *99&g passed
a law pawldiag Tor & pension of MM fin -iy inr seven
years to all officers in tJa& iuilicary services wno re-
taai M I ! iaty iititil the end of the war* Tais was the
legal inauguration of reward for service pensions in the
United 3tatj^* from this "beginning and on this basis of
reward for service oar military retire-aent 3ysteus have
grown to their present lay status. m*t%lM have changed,
"but not the haaic philosophy* In the words of **illiai3
nry ^lasson,
• ••a uiiitary pension is ( re,.;uiar payment saade
"by a ^overnsent to one who has served in its
arised force** or to his widow or dependent
relatives. U la a gratuity ^iven to former
IIdlers or shIIoxs or tl. fel*ii*tt« Tor rea-
sons satisfactory to the government whether as
compensation fo- | ileal injuries, or to
relieve want or purely as 1^
It is upon this philosophy that the villi tary ret ; >t
systems continue to fef operated today*
The Havy tir > -t sycte i. tftttttstittg in its
development* Initially, it Mfeg created for disah)
personnel and dependents* however, wJP an «uct if 1BC
seajaen and fl—a were entitled to recei'. M half of
their active duty pay after twenty years of service if
fm ftfja or infirmity they imre disahiei from sea service.
I 'll 111 '!)
7 ibi i «, -•;* 1
The orl^i : to take care of **ttefita mu&MT thl3 ^lan
wa3 ierived £ He gvton ^t's ahar E freei
prize I It . 'it sea. Although ince frorc this f
efficient to IBM with "benefit payments after 1870,
an act of 1862 pledged the •" lie ere lit to nijce up m
deficiencies in the fund. By 1099 the incoiae frora I
td was 1c. ten per cent of the ictual payments of
connection with the naval aervie Time
as "benefit payments increased the ri*tl« ceasary
to MMIt these to ^e eect appro-
priations still take care of the Savy attlrawawt "ystesu
, the sailor or marine of fUjaj needs only to meet
the twenty year aer lation of the \ot of 186? in
order to qualify far retire! ps *sj added stipulation
*if f gi or infirmity they v/ere disabled fetal se~
service* is no longer required y^ader current laws. At the
outset our military service pension plans might be said to
hare "bean baaed primarily on the realisation of social
Vi ^possibilities, l>ut in their subsequent development a»d
in-: i ..tion they became rewards for service*
I ,tory of our civil aery. tireraent 14
presents a Uffa&tttt picture. -darai *ivil Jervioe
at li ,i .lotion ma HlH—ljf slow of adopt!00
partly 1M 'Is system and the gener-1 dis<-
it en the public service \*aa held and part-
iHMttWMW puMit anfla/nai were not strong political!
Then too C!on*?reas had been preoccupied in dealing with
a
\ v
legislation concerning war pensions. Civil -Var pension
disbursement waa monumental in its inefficiency and
corruptness. Congress was afraid of the political
resource 3 of ex-service groups. It was felt that a pen-
sion pro for the Civil service would "be a terrific
drain on the Treasury and demoralising as well.
The rise of democratic government during the nine-
teenth century made many changes necessary. Autocratic
principle yielded to welfare, lovermaeut be ?&n to
recognize its responsibilities for its employees* The
need for an adequate retirement plan for civil service
employees, based on scientific principles f was recognised.
The unfavorable and unsound features of the military and
naval systeiaa were brought to lijht. An effort to settle
the social philosophy upon which retirement systems should
rest waa approached scientifically* ?uch investigations
culminated in the federal QlwU, >ervice Aetireiaent Act of
May 22 , 1920. This plan was by no means perfect. However,
it has been dynamic in character, changing as prove
criteria have pointed the way.
ars of experimentation with and investigation of
retirement plans have culminated in the general acceptance
of a social philosophy for setireaeot plans. They are for
p. 70
8 Ibid ., <*ha.>ter III.
9 Henry §• ^ritchett, >ocial philosophy of 'enslons ,
the jooci of the state as well as of the eroloyee. They
should provide for old a^e , illness, unemployment wm4
dependents • They should he contributory ;*nd equitiss
10
should "be developed in such systems as a natter of ri^ht.
They should "be considered as he in: |WPt of a person's pay*
These are hut a few of the principles of the accepted
social philosophy regarding retirement systems which will
discussed in subsequent pages* in this c -tmjter it is
desired to show that retirement nystems are primarily for
old age security and not rewards for service. This
thought is supported by Lewis eriaa in his statement that
•••emphasis once again smst he placed on the
fact that the retirement device is an insurance
system not created It ?ive a particular class a
leisure period at the end of life "but to pro-
tect them from the los I of earn in 5 capacity due
to advancing age. 11
Retirement plans should not provide a person with a
"chance to rest.** 3ucn thought is not in keeping with the
generally accepted philosophy of pension programs* In
order to develop our society to the fullest every person
has a social responsibility to remain productive until he
reaches a socially accepted age for retirement. <e should
not he rewarded for service hut rather he should he
assured of security after his earning power has gone. In
10 Paul >tudensky. Pension1 i>roh Xem and the
Philosophy of Contributions .' P* $•
11 Hferlam 9 op. cit »» p. 399.
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the fulfillment of this objective, the retirement benefits
of the individual should be considered as a right be*
longing to him when he has reached this stage in life and
not as a gratuity in any sense of the word. This philoso-
phy is generally accepted today* kosher and Kingsley
state that ^retirement allowances are now looked ujou,
not a3 acts of charity which stem from the generous and
humanitarian motives of an enlightened employer, but as a
deferred wage to which the etaployee has a definite right*
ieed, the voters of ?Jew York itate have *one so far as
to pass a constitutional amendment, declaring that be-
g&OTliUS with 194), *a§t«wiberr>hip in any pension or retire-
ment system of the state or of a civil division thereof
shall be a contractual relationship, the benefits of
which shall not be diminished or impaired* ***
It must be remembered that the social philosophy
governing sound retirement plans permeates every phase
of such plans* In order to arrive at scientific principles
applicable to pension programs we rnu3t be continually aware
of socially accepted and sound beliefs* Thus throughout
our discussions of amounts of benefits, the rights of
persons to such benefits, age and conditions of retirement,
the costs of pension systems, their administration and all
other phases of such plans the generally acce ->te 1 racial
12 1111— I« kosher and J. :>onald Kingsley,
ublic Personnel ^duini strati on , p* 507.
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;.l030pby and how it ia derived will be discusse There
should be no arbitrarily conce ired benefit j for any par-
ticular jroup within our society without just Hrwltr
.bjectives of Retirement ...-lane . The fundamental
objectives of the retirement systems of the several
government services should be similar. Retirement systems
should improve the character of the service, whether
military or civil, and they should al30 be considered as
a valuable agency of social insurance* It is the manner
in which the several government servicer att to achieve
these objectives by use of their retirement plans that
accounts for their difference in operation. The objectives
of retirement systems sou ;rt by the general public are the
same for ail governmental services—hi^h quality of service
and the social welfare of the servant. It is a common
objective of all services to eliminate those who have lost
their efficiency. It is hardly necessary to point out
that retention of such personnel in any service would
choke the avenues of advanceraent t provide inefficient
service and increase the cost of government adisiniatra-
tion. uch procedure would cause discouragement and low
morale and make it difficult to attract* much less to
hold, the better men in the service. All the goverraaent
services have comtaon and similar responsibilities as to
the disability or death of their personnel. >uch
responsibilities differ i ; -ree as to whether such
disability or death is in line of duty or not in xine of
1>
duty anl, of course, whether or not misconduct was in-
volved. We must determine the responsibilities which
should "be assumed toward the deceased employee* a family.
This is definitely a social responsibility which seeiss
incumbent on the employer and which should hare a coramon
expression in all services*
11 age or superannuation "benefits are a common
objective* It is agreed "by all that it is a general
social responsibility to take care of our old and faithful
employees. It is the *reward for service** concept of the
military which is largely responsible for the difTerence
in "benefits in this area of retirement plans. This will
be discussed in a later chapter. Let it suffice here,
however, to say that the objectives of all services should
be based upon taking care of their • , loyees in their old
age. If we reach what may fee determined as *old age* or
>erannuation at an earlier age in the military than in
other government services then age differentials are
justified, and adjustments should be saade accordingly.
The concept, however, would remain similar in the several
services. As will be discussed later, the United states
artoient or ;tate has isade adjustments along such lines
for its foreign Jerviee officers* Reward for service as
a basis of superannuation benefits should be discarded.
tirement allowances should be used a3 a provision for
old a^e and for pronation of efficient service—not as a
IS
regard for services rendered. 13
In the achievement of sue': objectives as are coimnon
to the sever, 1 :?overrment services and of which a re tire-
Ian ia "but one of many tooi3, it ic necessary to
recognise the individual differences "between the several
services just as we do in individual persons. per-
sonnel jTif of the United States Havy places its de-
pendence on /oaerican youth* The age of entry into the
naval service of the large majority of both officer and
enlisted personnel, 13 "between eighteen and twenty.
Py—Otita is frora within, except of course in times of
war when civilians aay "be co ioned in the Haval
Reserve* In other services, hoover, there jaay "be a
higher average age at the entry level, such as in the
Service, or there may "be appointment to positions
at any level in the service from candidate 3 outside the
service* us when we speak of the objectives of retire-
ment plans as "being sinilar MMf the several services
we are speaking of fundarkental objectives* Those serv-
ices that allow for a late age entry must make provisions
for such late entrants in their retirement has
been stated *there is no model system that would be
applied for ,11 m^m..^ HoWer, this ices not
13 feutlel inance Officers association of 0« 1
and Canada, Retirement -»ya tern a for .mhlic .raployees , p* 3.
14 Serin, op* cit »» p« 81
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If we are to hare* a retirement plan, tt Ifl of para-
mount ii9> ?rtance to have funds to pay tbe reticfitn ?hich
accrue under such plans. There are three methods "by which
these funds to aeet retirement benefits my "be secured.
irst, the wholly contributory )& wherein the frvloyee
pays in full for his retires: nt benefits? second > the
neocootrihutory method therein the employee pays nothi
toward his retirement he ne fits, all necessary funis >sing
supplied "by the government froei appropriations for that
particular pKV|NMNM and finally, the partially con-
tributory plan wherein the employee pays a certain per
cent of his salary toward his retirement "benefits and
the employer pays a certain pftg cent to matches the swn of
the esaployee, provided certain requirements of age and/or
service are Mt "by the employee •
itati on against the non contributory system has
"been "based on oar generally ted social philosophy.
it lis felt that n on con tributary fundus are demoralising to
men. A free pension keeps a person on a particular joh or
in a particular service. Bi loses his feeling of freedo*
of novensent* In other words such a reethod is one of
negative motivation. 4 non contributory retirement fund
suggests that "benefits art a gratuity when in reality they
should be onsidered as earned. It is possible for
16
"benefits "based on n on contributory methods to be cut off or
reduced in times of stream.
very person in onr society should realize |
importance of thrift, e prteelffle of savin; is in
harmony «&tfa our social evolution. The non contributory
Uiod is certainly not encouraging to thrift. &MMf
too, free pensions invariably enter into salary aajuat-
ments when pay raises are in order. !• has been
especially true of pay raises in the nazal service.
ring ?orld &ar II uith its accompanying inflation the
personnel of the Kavy were awarded one pay raise of twenty
percent. Other areas of endeavor which tl I -;Qt have non-
contributory ratir | plans to affect their increase-in*
, negotiations received increases greatly in excess of
those awarded to the military establishment-
l id aii a noncontrilutory retirement system
in 1334* As lias been pointed out previously* such benefits
are awarded by the Treasury ,nd their decision is final,
ir :obert . ^ton in 1887 sent a memerandu
ai ojimlssion on ivil establishments stating that
pension payiaents could not be xaade on ft charitable basis.
Mb payments must be established as a laatter of rl&ttt on
the i of the employee. .& claimed that such benefits
were in reality deferred pay of the employee. However,
this principle was not accepted until 1909 when a law was
15 -»tulen3ky f op. cit .» ;• 8.
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passed in vngland recognizing retirement "benefit 3 as
deferred pay, payable in .art on separation, death and so
forth. >ow*ver, the features ftf the
nystem wre retained and civil service salaries in ni
16
still remain at a low level. '."oncontrP pensions
fcill been 1
,
: with more and more disfavor both
abroad and in the United iltatea* '»uch a systeza I
tremendous expense to the government.
It may be said that contribute ^...i on t rt of
the employee introduce benefits which are contrary fee the
interests of the various ^ovcrntaental N t :?*ay be
claiiaed that suoa benefits increase the mobility ftwl
weaken the control over the employee. Thi I npltn is the
application of negative Motivation in fcwHiitlfl JQM&«
It has been established from past studies that the
government does not gain frois att1 . n ; to acquire
Tt
artificial control aver ..oyees. The ex^ens- of a
retirement tgrttOM is an expense for servico and is not a
charity nor a benevolence.
Just as the noncontri> utory U*% ri is too expensive
for the government so is the _ly contributory method
to ; expensive for the in iivx.^ual* although such a iseth
*ives the employee greater control over the benefits. A
partly-contributory system is accepted today as feting most
16 Ibid * » p . *«
17 : eriam, op. cit ., ;>. 38
J
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sound. >uch a syste : denote-? "both cooperation and recogni-
tion of American individualism. As retirement plana lose
the color of charity m J, the ? ical
and 1 effect on the employee toMtti definitely nasi-
In our study or gffftl t service retirement plans
lg under this method, we aha11 see that trie thrift
feature km encouraged. 3to oontributiona help pro-
mote clearer public thinking aa regards retirement bene-
7iie public i3 14 ikely to agitate against re-
tlrecent benefits ; tlM* of financial atre ith
the developraent .it to 2nefits»
a wider variety of benefits i / i I ." .e to ••
QM Its of that -j think that
the government lM* they
are allowed to contribute toward their retirement* we xaay
point out that MHiHt t IMI .artiaij^ y method the
vera&ent ntili retains a lar^e measure of control by the
establishment of certain iniiiur; requirements which ust
it by the e \ loyee before he can receive the e.^oloyer 1 s
matching contribution* Lewis eriam aptly states that
it introduction of a coat ivy system
..a retirement benefit becomes not a benevolent
'rant nor a reward, but rt if f «T
services rendered* The e^loyee say take the
benefit! with no r to hi 3 moral
fiber than is involved in accepting salary*
iic will regard the retirement as
one of co tion and not MM of special
rivilege to .rticular class .IS
IB Ibll., ?• 43).
19
y the contributory method we establish a rigfct to the
benefits. Ve hare contributed our own money and the bene-
fits thus derive i bec^.e our legal right. The principle
of contribution, baaed on a fundamentally sound philoso-
phy, is applicable to all retirement plana. !e should
hare a legal and definite ri?ht to that which we earn.
It provides a method of distributing wages between teae-
19iiate and future wants.
The (Jolted states Navy Retirement system operates
under a noncontributory :3lan» The individual develops
no equity in the benefits unless certain minimum require-
ments are met* Perhaps it would be better stated by
saying that an intangible equity I* developed in the fund
but it does not become the rigM of the individual until
these certain minimuzs requirements have been met* To
illustrate this point, it is of interest to study several
paragraphs of a current naval recruiting pamphlet* c
may first look at a paragraph headed, * >oes it cost
anything to quit now*?* It states,
The average man of thxrty-e i^ht who has
done his twenty years and then transferred to
the Fleet Reserve can expect to draw ;3ft,123.94«
In order for the rlavy to make that amount
available for every one of its faithful people,
it aust make an investment- M safe investment
of money now returns a dividend of 3;> per year.
This means that for SWRf year of your service
the ^avy has invested for you 2,145. )). tfter
a four year enlistment you have on your account
58,580. After ten years you have 21,450. ren
f\
after two years it amounts to :4,2JJ.)).
19 itudensky, op. ci t . , p. 15.
:u) 'inancial eport to a Blue Jacket 1M7-48, p. 2
20
Such figures are quite Impressive* The navy man, however,
may not really consider such money as part of hi a earned
pay and as rightfully "belenging to him* The individual
has no immediat ri^ht to that 58 » 580 which the Havy claims
has accrued to his account after four years enlistment.
It accrues to his account only as the individual meets such
requirements as qualify him as a ^faithful* person* At
that tiaie, he is rewarded for hi a service * another para-
—pi—w»w i i i i iii » I inn ——— *
^raoh ie headed, *a ft'avy man is having Money* 3 It reads
as follows? Bl has to* The Havy is doin* it for him.
21
e cannot spend it* It cannot he lost, nor stolen." To
the last sentence we Big&t well add ^nor does it belong to
the individual as a recognition of his earning power** It
is quite amusing to note the first paragraph of the
pamphlet which states, "The man who will make a success
of ;is life is the one who can save money* J. J. Hill
wrote long ago* Are you able to save money? If not, UGF
GOT. The seed of success is not in you * mm Certainly
this type of so-called "saving'* doe an' t encourage thrift
on the :>art of the individual 1. >uch systems have a
tritaental effect M the individual responsibility for
thrift.
The present 2*avy plan of a ooncontrihutory system
is in direct *pposition to other accepted |jrinciples*
Ibid ., p. »«
IfeleU. p. 1.
dl
The effect on inlividual freedom is negative. le no
figures are available it is safe to say that m lc
in the naval service are there "because of the intangible
equity which they have developed toward their retirement
benefits* to individual may li alike his work intensely
>ut he may be held in the service by virtue of intangible
equities* ersons thus motivated can hardly be e < >ect
to contribute their best efforts. Human nature ioe3 not
operate in such a manner* Interest and positive motiva-
tion mitt fef level contributory system with the
1*41*1dotal* * rights to equities in retirement twmAm mM
aid in this endeavor* I more efficient service would be
developed if personnel were retained by positive rather
than negative methods*
thing has yet been said of probable public re-
action to free pensions in the future. .e tired pay for
officers and enlisted men of the tegular iavy i3 -o-
priated yearly by -ongresa* it is included in t! $et
for the -Iavy. A comparative char.t showin g the * snow-
balling'* costs of ;mvy etirement payments to the
taxpayer is of importance*
22
; Includes both officer
fear ctual cost stimated cost aid enlisted
personnel)
1.J27 $ 6,578,778^ These figures do not
04 include the 3tx
1937 14,802,407" months death gratuity




1947 :57,29 9 ,4 97
The increased sise of the present 1**9 will raise
tremendously the costs of the system to the taxpayer in
year 5 fee tome. Agitation against such ta$t appropriations
sasy he expected, especially luring periods of financial
stress.
enents of the contributory system may say that
upon adoption of such a system the pay of the individual
*t "be increased in order ts offset the added financial
burden. It is quite true that the appropriation for
active duty remuneration would have to "be increased. The
determination of proper and fair pay in the Haval service
is beyond the province of this discussion, tit are
33 The Budget of the g?« ft* -Government for the
?iecal Year Ittdittg June 30, 1929, p* 819.
24 The Budget of the Wm U *overnraent for the
Fiscal Tear ln&iftg June 30, %W9$ p. Hf«
35 The Budget of the . . Jovernaent for the
fiscal fear ndin
: : June 39, 1947, (tiler Supplement) p. 73
26 The budget of the . . Government for the
fiscal Year Ending June 33, 1948 •, p. 716.
27 Loc* cit.
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in ted in the principles involved in the (juration of
retirement systems- It is sufficient to >oint out that
even thou,;' the appropriation remained an un ler one
method as it did the other, the laffti till Cuniaraeutal to
"be recognized is that under the contributor/ system the
avenue of agitation as regards gratuitous retirement
nefits is closed* uch retirement "benefits and equities
therein ^ec M i rlgbt of the indivii.al in that he has
paid for VmiiZ out of WMMt* which be is reco^niaed aa
other important point h m the consideration
if wage and salary increases in the naval service*
'Hidden benefits* invariably tenfel a reticence on the
part of th layer to consider or discuss increases ii
pay. There is soiae foundation for this feel 4 I . ?or
1HitUlltt j if ft youth of sixteen j«lo« the Savy he be-
ae*s an apprentice seaiaan and receives seventy-five
era pei* raonth. however, hia *fei4d«a pay**5 amounts
to much more than this. The contribution 'of the -overo-
aient towards the retirement of the individual constitutes
only one of several of the 'hidden benefits." A similar
nefit would cost an eighteen year old civilian desiring
to retire at age thirty-ei^ht exactly ^134.23 per month
for twenty years. ch payments would give the civilian
1)7.35 for life at age thlrty-ei ht. As will be shown
28 3ee Appendix I.
Hlater, sue. f11Jfiat b9M*tlt %M Mriiltlj achieved "by tlse
enlisted naval personnel upoi attainment of twenty y^ars
of active service. I point of th.i ,iioa la that
in the investigation ftf whether or not a wage increase
should he granted, *Uiddeti pay * iaust be $atei into con-
sideration. Smartly is such pay examined in its true
status. It li too lata** . ;. It belongs to Um individual
cvnx^ &3 he fulfills certain conditicju^. ;aa, in reality
it cuii.ot be considered as part of the earned pay of the
LivldMilI* It is not necessary to -point out that we
cannot consider the true nav of t> la
naval recruit as beia-; 70. j) plus -134 »23 plus such
other pay as ma,y be consider*. lttM*« Ouch salary or
wage would be preposterous for a youth of that age. ;iow-
evtr, in the consideration of »age increa-> *c>i procedure
and thought has often been follows^* I inevitable I
suit* ftf course, is no in crease in pay.
v change in the noneontributory system in the *avy
is WMUiintlj being considered in as.iington, Eb C. by a
Joint ervice ay ca, ; ittee. In ft recent :-urs:^i of Haval
1 Information Bulletin the following observations
were i^aie concerning the work of the committee
.e of the &ain points under consideration
is a possible change in the present system re-
^ardin^ the advantages of receiving direct con-
tributions from personnel int. fcfet retirement
fund, ftm * iiairal ec teler, H3V« senior mem-
ber of the paj ttee has stated that aince
the p* ytiw it nonpar ticipatin^, certain
aspects may be considered defective as compared
with a participating plan. The fact that service
personnel do not contribute • infinite percentage
of their jay toward retirement baa per itt*.
widely HiJIt estimates ae to the value of the
existing retirement rights* This in turn has
1 1 1 1 factor 1 1 the rc 1u ctM ce of hi; I ie
r
authority to support efforts 1 to upward
nay revisions in recent years* cause service
retirement privileges have always fibred in
•« -rations of pay iles. ev individual
contributes in effect* hut only a part of the
totil ever receive retirement "benefits* Those
who are not retired, either through resignation
or th, forfeit their intan»i>?le contributions.
Another disadvantage to the present system is
that it has no survivor "benefits* km InltTlilial
may have contributed through a lowered active
duty pa:' schedule throughout his active career,
"but if he dies shortly after his retirement, his
I hn no "benefits thereafter.
urdiUS the I'laval Reserve, personnel serving on
tive duty for relatively short periods as
compared with the career serviceman are denied
ovisiens for old age as ar« available to
their civilian counterparts in industry through
• rarity -23
>u *r?ftti«at are encoura^it? although no data Con-
cerning llH m&k of the committee on retirement have as
yet "been release
The noncontributory method of creating retirement
fun&3 >ias no justifiable b**J which to Q ttVfctfl in
our present lay society* are living in a world
striving for a scientific approach to the solution of
3. ' ic and efficient per 1 aaa&^enent,
i eh must exist in the military services as well as in
other arms of HHUmimif "*Ba industry, dictates toe use of
positive MM Jtivation of personnel. The n ^con-
tributory method is no aid in our fcttmpta to achieve thi.s
23 -ti l Hands magazine , Wemfomr 36 i, l?ove ;rfber 1J47,hi I , » ii ii »' in** ii i i i n
p« 18
«
li sous si on of how the retirement funds of other
30 remise nt service-? are established may be brief. In re-
t!*! f>/.ids for other governmental bodies-^sueh as civil
service, foreign service and Congressional t ees—con-
tributions are nade directly into the fund by deduction
from lis. )ocial Security is operated in the same
manner in industry. other tfWtet all of these retire-
ment fund;* are operate i in H|HHli| with the principle
of contribution* The differences in these
syste so one of degree and will he discussed
when eots/uri
I
ztzz of tfts available "benefits of the
several systems* It will suffice here to describe the
source of thsir funl3.
'rderal Civil isrvice letireieent Act of "My 39,
), as tmmmtmi li Ittptt 8, 1M6, provides
.« .there s'mll he deducted n,n& withheld from the
basic salary, pay* or compensation of any officer
or jyee to i this Act applies a wtm equal
to 5 per centum of such of x'icer's or employee 1 3
3ic salary, pay or compensation. « that such
amounts be deposited in the Treasury of the
Its to the ere lit of the civil servd
retirement and disability fund...and said fund is
hereby I rioted for the payment of annuities,
refunds, and allowances as provided in this Act ^
In adiition to the employee' 3 contributions, the government
guarantees the employee u sum equal to oJ.r) far each
30 Civil Service retirement Act of iay 23, 1*50 (as
» le i to August 8, 1946) >ec. 10, p. 15«
year of service not exceeding thirty.
. » .provide
--it such portion of the ty
shall not exceed three-four the of the annual
iic salary
, pay or c I received "by
the employee luring any five consecutive years
allowable service at tbl ihe
e:i oloyee; .. .nor ahall such portion 'be leas
U an i-xjOuut I to the employee's
purchasable annuity. ••SI
Thus ^are see that the government at least matches the
employee cootributio is, provided of course » that the
employee complies with certain provisions of the *ct. it
S3
is of interest that two Mils to be considered "by Eon-
grees, probably in January of 1948, hare proposed an i»-
crease in eutjloyee contril-mtions from 5.1 to 6>»
In the Public iajployees Hetirement iysteta of Jhio
the fund is created in imich the same manner* employees
contribute 5» of their compensation based on an amount
not to exceed 15') >3 . A sura sufficient to match the con-
tributien of the, ^ereenta^e of employees who eventually
retire, plus an amount necessary to provide a reserve for
pension allowances to employees with prior service credit
is contributed by the employer each year, ^rior service
credit is that credit for previous service wnic I v.uat be
allowed the incumbent employee when such contributory re-
tiremeut systems are inaugurated. fe«& creiit ll not a
permanent liability but di -.^appears as the charter members
637.
31 ibid ., >ec 4(a) , p. ?.
32 Hous« of leoresentatives Bill 412?; senate Bill
of the system are retired*
The Foreign Service ""etireraent an i S ility ys-
|l requires employee contribution:, to the fund at the
33
rate of 5 per cent of ba:?ic salary. 4X2 basic salaries
in excess of US, 500. per annuu are tr-^tcq as 15t5)) for
the oses of the ?und. L* excess of em-
ployee contributions as are required to -jjeet retirement
and disability benefit ntees are appropriate:
annually to the ^und %y ftoagress*
Hm ocial Security 9und is developed on a half and
half feaaia %J the r - l starting with
employee eontributi 9&i of 1 per cent i by the
«Wf1»JFff i the total contributions will eventually equal
6 per cent* 3 r>er cent feelsg contributed by the eiaployee
&n<l 3 per cent "^y the easaloyar*
411 of these plans* with the e ion of the "lavy
Retirement syste there to UHi contributivo pri eiple«
All are of later origin than that of // and
for the most oart been ale ht of 3cie:itifically
derived principles* latter aystea 3 have sJUM been
dynataic in character— changing as the needs ox*
environment demand. nt of the contributory
system by the ^ is basic to the adoption of other
principles of modern retirement plans* The individual
must establish a tangible equity in the fund.
ublic T aw 724, Tftli Congress*
Admin i strati on of 3uch funds, once acquired, nay
I should "be in accordance with scientific principles.
T
y this it is meant that retirement "benefits, equities
and contributions 3hould "be actuarially determined* here
feasible, the funds should "be invested 30 as to earn
interest, /urther, such funds snould "be separate from
other funds and their administration placed in the hands
of a responsible "body.
hen the person establishes at le equity in
the retirement fund, it is necessary to determine exactly
what that equity is from time to tia$e and to nave a fund
sufficient to cover such equities* Afl actuarial reserve
fund should be established. Tnis of course MMFt he done
"by an experienced actuary and be "based on desired "benefits
and past age and frequency records concerning death and
disability in the particular service. An actuary is one
who so uses statistical data as to calculate probah ill ties
of a hmaan life at various ages* I?to® such data, con-
tributions are determined as well as the amount necessary
in the fund to insure t&t solvency of the system. A fund
"based on sound actuarial principles has a two-fold con-
cept—at one and the same tiiae it is a 3u*s of accumulated
assets, and the amount of the liability for future "benefit
payments due the individual members of the fund* On the
asset side of an actuarial reserve fund we may fi
34 J. I* Parker, 'Social Security Reserves , »« ;25.
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(1) the present actual cash Value of the fund, investments
or otherwise an the present value of all contributions
expected to "be received in the future "by the system from
its present members* On the liability side we find (l) the
present value of all benefits which will be paid in the
future to individuals already retired under the system and
the present value of all benefits which will be paid
in the x~uture to present members after future retirement.
If the fund balances it is sound* Actuarial assumptions
are subject to change and valuation of the fund should be
made periodically.
m advantage 3 of an actuarial reserve fund are
best summarized by lewis Meriara:
Lrst. it is equitable as betwaen successive
generations of tax ;:>•* vers because each generation
pays all the obligations incurred for services to
that generation* Jecond, it is businesslike * for
all obligations are recorded when incurred and
adequate provision is immediately made for meeting
them when they become due- Third f it tend3 to
safeguard the retirement ayatea from public and
le;,u glative mi sunderstanding » because it makes the
i i » «4 i i i n i m .i up n
n
i ii i mm i n» » I *
amount of the burden fairly uniform from year to
year, and since a considerable part of the re-
quired payments are met by interest earned by the
fund it makes the apparent burden on the tax payer *
if not the real burden* materially less. Fourth,
it is adaptable * it easily meets the needs of a
contributory aygte , and it makes return of con-
tributions or their equivalent in event of death,
n:- tion or dismissal easy, bee use the data
for determining the amount due are already col-
lected and tabulated, and the reserve fund
accumulate.! at interest is the proper source froa
which to make such payments and they are immediately
at basd and require no special appropriation »35
35 Wmrtmm$ oo* *lt»* p* 323*
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It ia necessary to point out the risks and shortcomings
of a cash disbursement plu hMb a plan has none of the
advantages of an actuarial reserve fund. A member's
equity in the fund is not orotected. .is contributions
are used to pay benefits to retiring members of the fund.
Oosts of the system "snovfoall* as increasing numbers of
members become eligible for retirement* There is no
financial ataMlity in the cash disbursement plan. It
has been said quite appropriately that such plans hare all
the pleasing simplicity of a charge account. 3 SMI 3 m
see that it is possible to establish a planned and balanced
fund* It is hardly possible to dispute the advantages of
sueh a system.
£© may accept the merits of determining retirement
funds by actuarial computations. The question of the
investment of such funds, however, presents a problem,
aeoreticaliy the actuarial reserve fund should be in-
vested in order that the compound interest niay bear a
large ahare of the cost. It* example, one dollar oet
uiile each year for forty years will at three and one-half
per cent compoun i interest e^ual eighty-four dollars and
fifty-five cents (;84-55) instead of the forty dollars
{$40) paid ln~-oue dollar ($1) contributed at thirty years
of age and continued each year until age sixty-five is
reached will yield sixty-six dollars and sixty-seven cent3
36 Ibid ** p. 328.
-67) at that age. The attractiveness of the inter-
eat factor cannot "be argued- Its practicality , however,
" en a source of disagreement , especially etejl the
inauguration of social >eeurity« In order to "become a
true actuarial reserve fund, the amount necessary to be
kept in the -ocial Security fund ^rould "he corse enormous*
e must keep in mind that fund a for future payments would
"be iccuiiulated and that the number of people covered "by
the Social Security Act would swell such a fund to gigantic
proportions. There are those who think that the size of
such a fund would adversely affect our eeonony* Others
"believe that a true actuarial reserve fund for Social
Security should be established* J* -*. Parks states*
..•sucn funds if they were wisely invented in
projects which conserve natural and human re-
sources— in other words, if they would be used
for the formation of true capital— the nation
would be more productive when benefits become
payable and it would be easier for the federal
government to meet the obligations which will
is&ture at that time* 38
The feeling at present in the administration of the Social
ecurit/ funds is against the true actuarial fund, al-
though actuarial computations are used in the o peration of
the fund. Ihe si&e and operation of the >ocial Security
fund is hardly comparable to other retirement funds* It
is impossible to stabilize such a fund until the birth
37 unicipal finance officers Association of .;. U
and Canada , op. cit * , § • 5
.
38 Parser, oo», ci
r
t*» p* 5.
rate becomes stabilized* This is not true of other i\inis.
In short,
..•under a real actuarial reserve S^|M| the
fund grows and grows until a point is reached
many* many years after llrtlldfcllit,
when the number of pensions reaches a stable
Maximum, when the number of new pmstmt each
year is approximately offset by the number
who die and vhen the annual contributions to
the fund and the interest earned by the fund
will Eieet all iaily demands for payments »3t
Thus if it is possible *to see the forest for the trees 4
and to stabilize • retirement system, a true actuarial re-
serve fund is the most sound method of operation, This is,
of course* contingent on the Mm oti on that such funds
will not reach such gigantic proportions M to Effect our
economy* >uch disputes are yet to be settled. In
arriving at jrinelpiea in this area, we m&y conclude
first* that all retirement systems should be based on
actuarial commutations and second, that all funds shoui K
operate on a true actuarial reserve fund basis, if
practicable.
.eferenc already been iade t: the operation
of the ;ociai Security funds* The derivation of the
funds has already been discussed* The fund is atainis-
tered by an ot-offieio Board of Trustees (consisting of
the Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of Labor, and
the Honmissioaer for i Security). The fund is
oJ The Institute for Training in unicipal ,diaini3«
-ion, iunicioal personnel Administration , p. 364*
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ti*ue actuarial reserve basis* \t such tliae
as the fund becomes three times as lar*e m the largest
•unt of annual "benefits luring a fire year period* a
'ort mst "be made to Con^rc . \ leveled off
at that point* The fund draws the current interest rate
paid "by the government I m% loans. The fund is
invests! in 'nitei states ations* o provision is
made for government contributions of &ny kind at ^ny time*
;inistrative cost- -\>ci:*l scurity system are
paid frosi the contingency reserve fund. .3 has previously
been state i the size and scope of operation encompassed
by the dor-ial security Act of 1335 make.i it hardly com-
parable #ith other retirement plans* It may be said that
the *ocial ecurity is operating under recognized
and a principle s in so far as th; n ^inciples are
known to apply to a syst- if . ...it si&e. ther study
and experience i3 necessary to determine the principles
which are most feasible in the operation of the Social
Security fund*
In the administration of smaller retirement systems,
the principles of operation are nore easy to derive. This
may be shown by the administration of the J/ublie -mployees
Retirement >yste^ of Ohio. Ths fund It administered by a
IM&fttlttg of seven members, three of whom are ex-
officio. ese include the Attorney General, the .uditor
of State and the Chairman of the Civil ierviee Commission.
The other four members are representatives of the several
rees coaapriein i maiaY the
syste • jard serves without I ;3ation and elecl3
•icretary, . :aedicaX| clerical and
other i*«tala*l anl ive employees as m
aecess MP llM transaction of the business of
ire?aeot 3yste»« I members of the retirement 1 jard
ar- >f the several funds set u.
tirenent Act and they toft the full power to invest such
funds in v onds or of the United states, cf
the Hate of Ohio or of &ny legally constitute . il
taxing subdivision within the slate* I funds may also
be invested in other obligations in <Mtfl both the princi-
pal and interest are guaranteed by the federal government.
The administrative coat of the qrttaa la "borne by the
members. M present e^co laember contribute a one lollar
per • for that purpose. It has "been su* d that the
costs of rati
.
I$*M should he home hy the
employer* If the .costs of administration are not ex-
cessive, it taittld not he too iiuch to require the meaber
to assist in paying thesi* Mch procedure o
the creation of th »t it is the eui^layee' s fund.
surer of the state is the custodian of such
investments of the fund and it is his duty to collect tae
interest and the pri km & investments vhe never
cither may he cose due* The t *er is charged with the
responsibility of keeping an amount* not to exceed ten
per cent of the total amount in the funds* on deposit #ith
36
eg in order to sseet disbursement* for amaltiftt and
other payments in excess of receipts*
The uVii? retirement funi has a
thorough actuarial evaluatio-t every fivc; /ears* Aa baa
been pointei out such procedure note* it passible for the
I to be operated on a soun 1 fcftftls« 7h# fund alcio
operates M a true actuarial reserve fund is supposed to
operate* Mo ijfilna has a reserve fund adequate to
meet all its present and future obligations to all its
present members, fctfartttl co^^utati on© indicate what
* ?,en tn$n of erapl oye e 3 reach re t i rerae n t • : oe s sar
contributions to cover this liability are made yearl
the e -1 oyer* 3 accumulation fund. The employees* savings
fund is ke «s,rate fv : \e employer' 3 accumulation
fund* Both, funds ieei—nl»|il interest. At the time of
retirement the savings fund of the e. toiling
the employer's accumulation fund are trans-
ferred to the annuity and pension reserve fund **£ to-
gether afford the employee his annuity or peasio 3 fund*
The mechanics of benefit computation are discussed ttS&*£
superannuation. The Ohio lyttm claims approximately
seventy-seven thou sun to*9*m This datively assail
as compared with the members in th rvice
(ahout 1)))) and the Social Security (over
).
The responsibility for the administration of the
federal Oivil Service liliwint syste 1 is* rested in the
o r
United :tii.tea Civil service CoaaiBaion. In this syste ,
tou, acUiiriai •—putfcti— urs- use a to aetr M the
soundness ui Hm system. A . al xtuaries ia res >jh-
sibli; ft* thi^ war: • tvll torrlM f— Itnl— apices a
details. M payrtfrw report annually llWWiW|i :ua f—lp%*
and disbursements on account oX annuities, flftoAli and
allowances, together with the total uuiaher of per so
receiving annuities and the total amounts paid taem, and
transmits to Coogre a a the reports ana recoamenoationa of
the E1MT4 o^ 6#ttt*ri««* gfef ivil -Jerviee Vomalsziou also
submits annually to the Biyili of the Budget i»tt—!> of
-Oijriationa necessary to finance the retirement and
disability Tun U Hm fund is deposxtea in tae rraasury of
the United >tatea* *; ere tary of the Treasury, and not
the Civil viervice Qftmmi«s&«fti is responsible for investing
. ••froi.j tiue to ti^e, in interest bearing securi-
ties of the united Itates or "ederal farm-loan
bonds f sue -'tiena 01 the civil-service re-
tirement and disability fund as in his ]*4pMNtt
«ay not be immediately required for the payment
of annuities, refunds, and allowances as herein
provided, and the income derived from such
investments shall constitute a part of said fund
for the purpose of p^yin; annuities and of carryin ;
out the provisions of this ct-43
~e again we find a system that follows accepted prin-
ciples regarding actuarial computations. .-©never, a true
actuarial reserve £\iwi is not maintained. The matching
contributions of the employer are not accunu dated, as in




Ohio, but tfeftj are Lfctsd annually and disbursed.
They :t* ea f fund,
on the oilier . . i« t iical.i... rial reserve
fun ,e iaoney is inve
.
I interest and takes
care of the refunds to >?ho are froza
the service &m to diazai also
/iitjj .-lovees* portion of the actus-
1
ns
be in? paid. „ei it is feit fmX civil
service- re tir M large to establish a true
actuarial reserve fund. ..peratio Vi a fund, however,
should he atte&pte.*. B*2j In such a manner will it
possible ;istrlbute the costs of a retirement system
fairly as between sue generations. The people who
are served jhsttld pay ft Um service. i interest
hearing feature should not "be ntercjt
presents a very pleasant piet l est le wou
rather yay MM UUP Is dollars thirty years
from today. There are always thos. >le » however, that
claim they could put that dollar to SQSftl and at the en I of
thirty years have two e: hilars. Theoretical:
p ossicle—practically , itaprobab
3
iuistrative ivil
.ervice retirement yilm has been bor: ftl ti ">-
priatiu^i mm& by a to service charge of one dollar per
south per aieiaber* Tontine aeans "the share or right of
41 Appendix II
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each individual, or the system on which the annuity is
42
shared* In other words* such service charge has been
Ki for the computation embers' annuities and equities.
It in of interest M V**t* frw Um coiaraent rting u
proposed congressional asisndacnt which suggesta the elimin-
ation of the tontine service eh--
m eli . itine charge will
greatly simplify administration in the agencies*.
It has "been tail j the agencies in mate-
rial furnished the Civil Service ruimltsitf that
eli i .ttion . inga
of i;' MM i ysari in administration^ The substi-
tution of I Ispls fwttlas for calculati
annuities in lieu of the present four complex
provisions makes it L« for any Federal




alone should relieve the agencies of much de-
tail in answering ^.u^loyee inquiries* "both oral
and written. 43
It is proposed that the entire administrative cost of the
system fce home hy the employer. This has "been considered
as a desirable principle in retire?aent fund operation. 44
ilnrlliWitlli of the federal Civil Service letire-
ment system arises out of the infrequency of actuarial
valuation of the fund. inquennial valuation I* the
present practice. Conditions are not static enough to
justify such infrequent valuations.
The administration a eration of the ?oreiga
42 Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, p. 1J12.
43 Report to accompany * 4127 » p. 2.
44 i^ritcaett, op. cit .» p. 7.
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t and lisahili* item is isaeh the same
that of the federal <Hvil lervice. The Secretary of
the ftpiMint/ maintains and invent?1? the fund. The equitie*
of thoae m retired protected fcy thi 3 fund,
loyers* contributions ar ropriated on a cash
disbursement plan. -ial valuation 3 are made every
fire year?; t?y cretary of tl\e Treasury, or oftener
if deerae 1 necessary Yy him* The Secretary of the :tate
*may expend frora r,'cne Itaa credit of the *unds an
ount mim for the incidental
in administering the provisions of this
tit Ling actuarial advice. *^s The criticises of
the federal Civil lervice >etiretient System are equally
iifl " le to the foreign "errice syste u erhaps it I
even BOB* vulnerable, i« li^ht of its smaller size,
alth * the fact ths.' funds ar
. /jitained "by
ilM of the Treasury an i rely on La tions
for I contributions equalises the diffi-
culties involve! insofar as creation of I true
actuarial reserv j.1 is concerned^
may now turn to the i strati on an.; ution
of Vie <avy 'tetireiaent System* There are no * le
itiea trvl for naval personnel in their retireiaent
fund frora year t M fci
fuii 1 is created. actuarial reserve fund exists
45 ttfellc Lav 7 34, op* cit », art 1, Section 861.
1jariai o tation i are uaed in the budget estiraating
;ce3s al* Ave naval servic aaany raore
in thi ervice.
iaaarUi as war, (pea and tool:; of
^-arfare forth present immense problems to the
mti I are feell
Gained. I computation^ , [.-Al<: pre in the
!3avy system I nly to final retirement. nly when
£it)le ri . . . .in the
fund wmy tr.. | dai computations 1
condition will r*«l*l i.ntil i contributory retirement
I , cd.
The operation of :. avy plan is quite .. ie
.
The •! ted cost of retired pay is determine l»«
I in the Gary's Budget eotiz&ate* Coagr*sa aijjroves
these estimates . the . vm*f is
allot I -0 the Piel ,ich s Supplj <..... tates
Way carries the retir / records and accounts.
The ayprorel retired benefits are then disbursed frosa that
Offi: I
.
fittad . I I ust accept in the
aininistration and operate t ftlniat systems is that
of MMTy j&eianerahip in the system. I >yee3 covei
It plans today are generally required to con-
tribute to the plan as a condition »j loyiaent* rhe
neeA for compulsory aeiabership is self evident* If ol *
age security of t; yloyee is a social reap- .iity of
42
employer I each e are deemed necessary
"by the employer to attain this end met "be t
i
; on the
several ve adhere to
S
hav*. "berohin for their
^o/eea and Y&] far such in-
tsitlo virtue of election,
fart it ta say
-sieat b> coverage ahoul Ml inc?u *ive as
pojuitie. ' Lyg and
as I I •
our i it 1| fcftt a
ft it uly "by compulsory
j&eisker^ U. cl of employees in reti ;lans.
These aiv prio-
acv. m the oper- Ifti strati on of sou I
re tii H*9 *y step we have at- to huild
Latloa upon waiea a reti arate
most efficiently* The proxies . ?ial reserve
for exe*. ly large . ., presents
an ar^ ivestigati: t *ee,
t the Um ' such a fund
pr*, i mao
fcS
. .stages. The siae of the ?or rvice
.,04 not preclude an exper | of Htf.1 fij ; ith its
ret: ihy toward retirem----'. Ian op^r^tion
is not consistent with modern concepts of scientific
management. $• anast continually strive for the best a
41
most efficient ise triads o. retireiiient fmA operation.
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CHAPT3H III
I C0&PAHI3GH 0? WK7XT3 0? TO§ HAVa .IT
r
A» sU£>erarmuatiqa Penefits
noif tur N - -jh si deration of benefits v<-
red ttm r- n* m include mpanwi<!»
tion benefits f m lion fr- tei
ability "benefits* Hi sha.V; discuss superannuation
first*
nuati iwar&c I \ lift
are genera."" It 5rj
our natural lawa*'1^ In a 9 .isxre and
adruri c I ty it ia nee * t r> "be
pr . .'ve
.
right ; w >nfore
he has reached an ace I unle
cour..







4C criara> :;i t. » > p< 33
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when he still has some productive years ahead*
In the determination of the proper age at which an
. ividual becomes eli#i ^ •tlon retirement
ItfitSf the nature of the particular service and the
work . . I artant* A >.»e made to
xaec . aj ;/ill "be shoani in
. .
.. 1 . - ;h
...... ,1 . bene!
e; I service conditions* r.
M to time
a list of places which "by reason of climatic or
bi oljumdl as un-
healthful post a, tad . til year of duty aent
to jm ury i. 1900* *t «a
regular leaves of absence, of participants there-
at! a
half, and so on in like proportion in reciioiing
t:. i of tejrrtfl
tirement* ••47
This is merely given as an example of possible adjustment*
An accepted age for superannuation "benefits should "be
established fey our society* Condition a of service ere lit
s
in arriving at such age would necessarily differ anions the
services* 4 standard minimum retirement a^e, scientifi-
cally mm mted hy conditions of service, would alleviate
to » ^reat decree the oublic anti at iy toward early and
.tuitous retirement* The public believes that every
MM should be productively employed so Ion 55 as he is able
46
to work* This is not quite an acceptable statement
47 Public Law 724, Off* eit*, >ec 853, p* 28.
48 ICerlM, op. cit*, ft* 36J
.
mtoday. o long as he id able to #ork* may be modified
"until he has reached a fialXjf acce,Jt^d retirement age**
The cc^i~ of early retirement are e zee a sire and must b*
are! A man who reaciisa forty-fire years of age has a
:/ If yi.ua twenty-five years; one who reaches
li ftgp bMI a life expectancy of plus
„ad tm hiXI am* at the former age, a cash
va I tOi .~ted "by the individual in
tar to give aim a life annuity \10 years certain) of
anth. A cash value of oaly I ; is
:j for fcho creation of the saiae benefit at a^e
**•
the immIi if superannuation bene-
fit oulu be suras in
2ce 9 . u i u iidUia sub i s ten ce , A ove 1 1 HI mean 3
of «foal»tea« or an amount involving little or no sacri-
fice* ft*« aid to subsistence is cheap but would en-
courage motive service beyond that which would nortaally
ieut* ideo it presupposes some independent
. U e«14fl l -..x3t3* The minimum subsistence
@6; doesn't differentiate W9m standards of lining
of the various salaried employees hence la unsatisfactory
to I er salaried employees* Placing the superannua-
tion allowance above the level tf mere subsistence is the
best of the proposals in that it doesn't eneour v;e early
43 i»ew fork uite Insurance Company* Annu ity Tables .
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retirement. If "baaed on percentage of contributions of
em 1 yees salaries all individuals should enjoy approx-
imately the same retirement benefits in accordance with
their salaries* ietirement on full 3alary, or something
approximating it is of course too expensive ^nd places a
premium on early retirement • The optimum superannuation
"benefit then is one which is not prohibitive in cost, not
conducive to premature retirement luring productive years
and one iftliU provides an amount somewhat above that
required for minimum subsistence at the time of retirement.
The availability of optional plans for payment of
superannuation benefits i3 important to the morale of the
employee. Consideration for the dependents of employees
is of t.rime iii :>ortancc. adequate provisions for de-
pendents of retired employees in event of their death
should be adopted. This is possible only by having
optional benefits available to meet this contingency.
oreign service Officer 3uperannuation lane fit.
3
In the foreign Service any officer who is at least
fifty years of age and who has rendered twenty years of
service, may on his own application and with the consent
of the Secretary of 3tate be retired from the service and
receive benefits in accordance #ith the retirement pro-
50
visions of the iervice. Foreign Service officers
50 Public Law 724t op. cit . , action 636, p. 19.
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designated as career ministers raust retire at age sixty-
fire except in the case of emergencies designated by the
secretary of >tate. In such emergencies » the officers 1
service may be extended for a period not to exceed five
years*. Any foreign Service officer, not a career minister,
reaches compulsory retirement at age sixty* However, the
possibility of extension of servicer in periods of
emergency also applies to this class*
lection out^ of the service !• provided for
CI
foreign Service officers is clashes two through six who
fail in promotion* "axlWMi periods that a Foreign fService
officer may remain in a particular class without promotion
are specified by the secretary* This * selection out 4*
process is necessary to an efficient service* Tene fits
under such separation villi be discussed under * Withdrawal*
or * reparation from Service* benefits.
The basis of retirement in this plan is sound. The
benefit is based on age and service. Without adequate in-
vestigation of the service conditions it is not within our
sphere to say that fifty years of age is too young to re*
tire* /e will venture to say t however, thit any age under
fifty, regardless of service conditions, is too youn^ to
grant a superannuation Venefit*
The maximum amount of benefit under this syste?; is
sixty per cent of the officer's average basic salary for
51 Jbid >, tort ), Sections 631-634, pp* 18-1J.
4 I
the fire years next preceding the date of his retirement.
The annuity amounts to two peref;ntum of the above salary
,
not exceeding f>13,500 per annu :, ;lti^lied by the number
of years of service, not exceeding thirty years. Voluntary
retirement on a minimum of twenty years of service is
;ured likewise. The amount of such benefits is consid-
ered adequate because by the -selecting out* procedure the
officers qualifying for superannuation benefits are in the
higher salaried brackets of the foreign iervice. iixty
per cent of such salaries is well above a minimum
5*'
subsistence.
further, this system provides for the election of a
reduced annuity for the participant in consideration of an
annuity payable to his widow, commencing on the late
following his death and continuing as long as she may live.
The annuity payable to his widow may in no case exceed
25 percentum of his average basic salary for the five
years next preceding his retirement or 66 2/3 percentum of
bis reduced annuity. Annuity payments may also name the
participant's child as the beneficiary of a reduced
annuity. -uch annuity ceases when the b neficiary reaches
twenty-one years of age* There are several other elective
options which are merely variations of the aforementione i«
This plan complies more nearly with accepted principles of
superannuation benefits than any other retirement system
52 See Appendix III.
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in the government service. It is the newest > since it
can profit from the mistakes of all the others, it should
"he the best*
U. 3. Mary Superannuation Benefits.
The plan of the United "tates .avy violates the
pri ici .sles of ntlr<WWt "by "basing the rannuation "bene-
fit on years of service alone. The amount of retired pay
granted is greater in aost cases than "a sua above the
53
means of subsistence * and is received "by the 'super-
annuitant"5 well in advance of his loss in earning power.
The "basis for this condition lies in the fact that the
system is almost entirely a regard for service- luch
system is naturally expensive to the taxpayer and fcein^ in
trie form of a gratuity invites public criticism. It is
strongly advocated that t standard for age as well as
service he adopted as a "basis for the iiavy retirement plan.
As discussed above, credit for extra-hasardoua duty, tor
tours in undesirable and unhealthy areas etc may >e
provided. In this way the Jiavy *#ould have a system "based
on scientific fact that would stand up against public
criticism. Actuarial camputationa could deter ine what
"service credits*1 should "be all oared in various types of
Iu ty a 1 I .uty areas
.
The amounts of the retirement benefits in the Havy
53 3ce a ix IT.
D±
.iystem are more in line with accepted principles-
mndrnm wmummk if r*t&r*4 my OTattaMi It im*J tfffitcrf
Mis 75 percenturn of their "base pay t plus longevity, or
trie pay of that rank in which they are serving at time of
55
retirement* The retirement pension >>ased on 75 percentum
of the naval officer's active duty pay at time of retire-
ment compares favorably W&tll that of the orei rvice
Officers* pension lasei on 6 ) r sen turn of hi a average
hasic salary* The latter is prohafcly acre equitable to
Toth annuitant and taxpayer.
'oreign lervic^ fficers have contributed toward
their retirement benefits* A glance at comparative
salaries proves interesting* Both are considered pro-
fessional career ser^ic^s* Both require a high degree of
training z,n& proficiency* It is possible for an out-
standi irei^n Service Officer to reach the to? of his
profession* career ;;iinis§ter* after eighteen years of
service. >uch rank provides a salary of 313,500 per annum*
54 >ee Appendix ?«
55 iJnder X law any officer ^ho aa3 "been
specially commended for his performance of duty in actual
M&at prior to 1 January 1347 hy the heal of an itive
department* when retired, except officers on a promotion
list who may "be retired for physical diiahiiit.y, shall
upon retirement he placed upon the retired list with the
rank of the next higher gradt-. ttea that in snich servi
t the time of retirement and with three-fourths of the
active duty pay of the grade in which serving at time of
retirement*
52
ile such advancement is moat unusual it is sti^l
possible. jt\ the other \mndi except luring ti&es of
emergency, the naval officer with eighteen yftftM service
is restricted by time requir. -menta to the rank of
"0IS3Jzander and a "base pay plu^ longevity of approximately
.5,0)0 per annunu ven the average Foreign ervice ffieer
achieves at least class three status in his Service after
fifteen to eighteen y^ars of service. P«4W the present
56pay scale such officer receives a alalafgB c I and.
aay receive as much as J,JJ3 in this class. iven with
his 5 percentum contributions his salary is considerably
above that of the naval officer. liile it is not sug-
gested that the salaries of the two services should be
similar, such discussion being beyond the limits or' this
paper, it is possible that such a wide difference fci in
part due to the fact that Foreign ervice salary adjust-
ment has been more fa ^y received because of the con-
tributory factor in their retirement syste ue, the
quarters and subsistence allowances of the naval officer
have not been included in this comparison* .?o*.*ever,
service officers may receive like quarters allow-
ances plus cost of living and repress atatiou a& i jwances.
These two services „ re sent a better basis for comparison,
56 >ee Appendix III.
57 Public Law 724, op* cit . , ?itie Ia, .art A t
See* 901, p. 3).
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insofar as officers are | • cruel, than other 3ervi'
^•cauae of the many airailari tie the a is of
service* This comparison with its resultant ~entia~
HtM in salary raay cause a question aa to the values of
lien "benefits fatuities*
The Sfavv item has only one method of superannafe»
tion benefit payment* which is a definite pre-eor
amount to the retiring individual as 1. 5 he tihall live.
Ho optional are available. la case j1 *rvivi
widow, the ^VtmiBt grants her thirty dollars per montn
plus twenty dollars per month for the first child, if under
I :bteeti, uud tigfetfti hilars for any adiitii-nal children
unler eighteen. Individual retiring >xas no right to
elect a plan that would care adequately for his dependents
in case of his deati-. Ju~ tltfl is obviously un-
satisfactory, "ertairily the sura granted to the iepend^nts
unler the present plan is far helow that necessary for
subsistence* If no out income ^re wm I ia&U to such
dependents they sould necessarily become, in part at
least, MtiTaa •£ lociety* luch condition is not in con-
formity with acce rincioles and is definitely a
mo l in the service • The individual must
granted a right in such retirement sya 4.
he may influence the Veuefit. t; he given in such a «
as to cover such contingencies. fc ays- I M*2
"benefits similar to those heretofore mentioned could he
adopted .ore readily under such conditions*
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Superannuation Benefits- -The Federal Civil Service
m Nllfil Uvii Service has a nuu r of a il
retirement age3 all *>asel on age and service requirements.
A number of amendments to the retirement act ia regard to
58
the reduction of retirement ages are hein-i p ;ad»
resent compulsory retirement is set at age seventy upon
completion of fifteen year^ of service* 3.637 proposes
retention A seventy year 3 of age but ?ces requir
service to ten years. aic s an age i fcftlj too
In general, a man has lost a ^re&t deal ox" fcj icienoy
at age seventy* A looser cc ory retirement age with an
extension proviso in cases of emergency should V* adopted*
Although conditions of service in the I ivil Ser-
vice are not as difficult for those wno have reached old
age as ia service in the lavy, a more jiiailar retiiv.
age should "foe rear >ulcory retire^c ;e in
the Havy, sixty-two. is more nearly I .ma th^n that
of seventy in the federal Civil Service. ...rther Is*
„iRation is necessary along such lin The tendency
BMM to he toward lowerin ulsory retirement i^es*
ider existing law in the federal Civil ervice
1 onal retirement it* permitted at age 60 after 30 years
of service, at age 62 after 15 years of service, and, on
a r ity, at age 55 after jervice.
Under the aajenlaents as proposed in »enate Bill 657, if
08 Itftfl to accompany 3enate Bill 63?, iection 1,
p» 1 *
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adopted, optional retirement would be permitted at age 6)
after ten years of service, or on a reduced annuity at o^e
55 after 10 years of service. In the case of retirement
"between the ages of 55 and 60 the annuity would be reduced
by 6 per cent for each year the employee is under age 6).
The optional retirement ages in the ederal Oivil
>ervice are acceptable in light of our standards* it is
not considered that they are too low. However, in the
computations of annuities of such persona who elect to
retire at minimum age and service requirements, the re-
sulting benefits will necessarily be low. The low servi
requirements are necessitated by the late entry of many
persons into the ederal Hivil >ervice* In order to create
benefits greater than 3Ufsa "in aid of subsistence , * the
service requirements of the present law are more ac
than the proposals contained in Senate Bill 637. So one
should be allowed to retire voluntarily on an inadequate
retirement benefit when he still has productive years ahead
in which he could provide sufficient service to insure
vimself a retirement benefit of at least minimum subsist-
ence. >hile sorae late entrants into government service
;ht be eligible for -.Social Security benefits when they
reached age sixty-five, others would not* Hi must provide
for this contingency. it WHLBt not be forgotten that the
basic concept of a retirement plan is to provide security
old age. provisions which defeat such en&s should not
be included in retirement plans. It is interesting to
56
note that in ,;. U 4127 the age and aervice requirements
as set forth in the present law are to continue unchanged.
ramuation benefits of the federal Civil
Service retirement syatem are well below those of the
government »ervice3 discussed previously in this chapter
and are *suc ra difficult to compute. Vmder ^lan I the
exiati / provides that the annuity granted thereunder
shall be composed of a 3nm e^ual to 3d.) J for each year
of service not exceeding 30 (which total nay not exceed
three-fourths of the average annual basic salary re-
ceived "by the employee for the highest five consecutive
years or he less than tne e^^loyees* purchasable life
annuity [&}MA t plus the amount purchasable with the
suia ( including interest) to the credit of toe employees*
inaividaax account in the retires at fund. Under ^lan III
provision i,3 made for an annuity not leas than the
average annual basic salary, ,ot to exceed 16)) per annua,
receive. i by the e?i>plc, iring th- ;iest five consecu-
tive years of allowable service, not exce«xiu^ 30 years,
and divided by 40. • law also contains a fourth piftn
which gwtmtm the e.^loyee an annuity equal to one-
seven tiet- §4 tti -v' raga basic salary for the hi chest
iitre consecutive years, multiplied by the number of yeara
of service, not exceeding 35. Mil individual case,
trie L'iethod which will produce the maximum benefit is used.
It day be of interest to show the maximum retirement
benefits possible uuder *lans Hi unS.
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/Ian III
Maximum "basic salary - 1630 .
(Ian year3 service 'for computations) 30 yra
Divisor factor - 4 ; .
30 x 1630 1 48,000 40 = 1200 oer annum .





n i i» n« i ii
»
.iiaum basic salary - 13, Ojj .
Maximum years service (for con-putatioas) 35 yrs »
/isor factor - 70
.
i,\, 100 70 i 14>3.85 x 35 * 4XVJ.75 per amiwe •
0.75 12 s 415 per raontfo .
i;,0jj aaxl» >li . -lary for .retirement
eoaiXtU-tions is rare in the federal Civil service. the
azaxiaua superannuation benefit allowed by sue . :e
-»ie salary is !lft*QG >er nmjii after 35 years if
service ana the attainment of 60 year a of age. a -on-
OP in t *vy receives \412.50 per Mfttb upon re-
tiring ifHi $Q years of service alone. ..a this equitable. 1
A proposal la I juee o uatives Bill 4127 pro-
vide 3 that the ty formula shall be 1 \/Yi. per ceut of
lr*e i *. . * . average salary for five consecutive
years BBlti .;.;.. I I j .is years I *Tiee« or 1 per ml of
sue gf salary plus £5*00 multiplied by his years of
If SM idix
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service* In no case may the annuity exceed 90 per cent
60
of the employee's average annual basic salary. If
ftdi 1 will do little to equalise super-
annuation its between the several services*
I if thtit differences in benefits in
the several § t service a MN eauitabi- . hj should
.'ferent lation perc be used." The naval
.r'a superannuation benefit is based on 2 1/d per
cent per year of his last active iuty salary, the foreign
ser/ic officers "benefit . on 2 per cent of his
basic average salary bused on last five years) aid it is
flWfWi that the federal Civil >erviee employee* s be
based oa i \/% per cent jic average salary (based
jIi hi ghest average salary for five years) - *uch
differences are w&% justified* A pers~ ,uid be compen-
sated for his M 3 at the ti^e ne rs.uer^ aucu services^
not twenty is . B&rt) years later* If m yerson's retiresaent
:tnbuti mm were based on a scientifically determined
xary in payment for ^or&. performed, standard formulas of
retirement benefit computation could be adopted throuriout
the | .1 service j» This is an end result *&&i 11
.aire study and cooperation witain ami without ea*.
service*
optional benefit plans available under the
eral Civil ,erviee eti i System are quite eiBllav
60 H. R* 4127, vec* 4, p. 4*
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to those mentioned in the foreign Service fficer3*
letire,2icnt I-Ian* The present act permits an Mp3
retiring under the age or opti if tie re-
tirement act li - I ct a reduce it
upon the employ ' I conti .; t he
rate or 50 per cent thereof to a irvivcr
61
'• t. action la :. Loye«*« anu
de I iffere nee the
survivor annuitant
-^perarmuatioo Benefits-- unite Imolcyees of Ohio
?'.,,;. or the .. JuVii lo/eas* tetis : ; Jtea
of Ohio tl . - • n . I -:,..,- BMMt





ice. Leer? retiremnt li set at a$e iev »y
member of the HjrttW who has ...ixty pMV • if age
may retire, UtiM than fire years
of service- /er any retire alio h
e« .leted thirty years of total service PHI
attain ? ey - 9te4 thirty- six
T3 of Harriot r . ;s of age. || eariiv ^ent
f§ , of cour I yield a m .nation feea*fit ae
generc ! -ute-i for a later age lilinMOT if the
financial I ;lved. The 0Jl>fterfSt&9*9 Bade in regard
to UM =ral Civil -Service retire a *a1 I are i.ca"ble
61 -^doral "ivil service Sat!reseat ^ct, op« oit «,
•x«c. 4, p. ?«
6)
to thi3 system*
r / the greatest ahorteor-dng of the ^hio
public « Mrement ay 3to i is that the superannua-
te Its are not r I to the earning caoacity of
the sv-ployee. f 5yee contributions are based on a
ry of ) alt yee^ receive sums
•aai yf that i t. m ©ay assume that the i ,ard
o. livio -., \ J8aki* «r > > * j per annua?* is higher
e inakin ; per annum* Yet it
is i.iile that the tvro glgfet receive the sane retirement
benefit* &li I fat he considt-- as a sua
in excess tf itmot to one €e& It mi/. I only
a | hsistence to another. Individual aiffer-
ll earn in \ laytieity taiist be recognized*
I at retirement for age must he related
po^er iur pro-
otiTi 9nly by t jption jf such a policy ssrill
we he ital ioh uniform benefit computation
met k* . - I ill he acceptable to ail services*
The average feSftftflta of the Ohio public employees*
syste u are those of the federal Slrll Service
In thi \vm* salary brackets* An average monthly juper-
m«e in this service MMttitt to little over
.1J-:)*)). 6 * due to the 5.)),)-)) ceiling upon which
ccotrlhutiG o has is i3 a restriction wrdeh
idix VII
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ill—111 lM ill inatecU Although the baaing of contribu-
ti«M on the true earning power of the employee #oul L
re.is? | >., | t> UM 3tute , it would
laake I Itl MS ft (|plit M between service 3 and
•sold P ' )rale f- tciency of the Ohio Civil
.'•5 :.*1 I I • •
?^3 T retire nan t MM fol-
low a ace - ionai .1 for
ition benefits* zee may
I straight life a^niity, a tit survivor-
Ltj m& I U throughout th<* life of
the :, certain for OS Sgti er of ynn<
juperannuation liiitlli— oci-1 jecarity
-.ri.t. r OYOvIojOI for - rami uat ion retire*
alified worker after he reaenes age
^nlfora
i
' >lan should ssssgitias the dif-
- It MS - I - ' Sadist in the several
i 31 r 1 e • an ;• u1 1 m f o pir My i (as* t*t« in re t ire-
ttta to allow for t differences.
1 1 wov I P contributions by
N) Iff certain
I liiTJ I : :.i *2 "ecurity benefit *uich a worker
I 85.00. This i3 too low- \rentu I
3 ti contribution should be raised to
5 per cent and matched "by the employer* JJany employers
have augmented the social Security plan with retirement
plana of their own* It would seem nore feasible to
increase the contributions and "benefits of Social Jecurity
on a compulsory basis and thus insure that all retiring
workers receive a sura at least sufficient for their sub-
sistence* iueu action would take care of those workers
whose companies did not have augmenting retirement plans*
The minimum amount of benefit allowable at present is
13.0 3. Benefits are compute! by giving the retired
worker -43 per cent of the first 5). 3) of his average
monthly pay and 1) per cent of the rest of his average
monthly salary up to J25D.30. plus 1 x>er cent of this
total for each year in which he received 2)) .03 or more
on covered jobs* Improvements must be made in the amounts
of benefits receive! under social Security if it is to
accomplish the objectives of a retirement plan*
octal Security allows for payments to the qualified
workers' widow if or when she reaches 65; to his widow if
she has children under 16, or under 18 if they are in
school; or to his dependent parents when they reach 65,
provided that there are no children or a widow. The de-
pendent payments are reduced annuities and amount to mere
sums in aid of subsistence. Such sums are not sufficient
in light of accepted principles* The basis for the
65 Jucius, op. cit *» p. 600*
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dependent annuities, however, la sound.
B« reparation f.rqrg the Service
on a retirement plan is operated in accordance
with accepted principles* the employee develops a tangible
equity in the retirement funis. >li the retirement funds
oeussed herein, with the exception of that of the Navy,
have been created in part "by contributions of the employee
Therefore, the employee has a definite rlgfet to ouch funds
as he has contributed, plus interest* regardleso of the
cause of hi* separation from the service. Haturally the
individual receives no ri*ht to the employer's raatehi*
contributions unless certain conditions are fulfilled.
Principle a have been evolved to govern the return of con-
tributions to persons at the time of their withdrawal,
discharge or resignation frosa a service.
The funds contributed by the employee to the retire-
ment fund are contributed expressly for his retirement*
If it is accepted that a retirement plan is to provide
security for the superannuated worker, that member; in
a retirement system should be coiapulsory and that the
benefits received should be in an amount above the means
of subsistence, then the employee must be expected to
contribute toward his retirement throughout his period of
productivity* ids contributed by the individual toward
his retirement should remain earmarked for hi? retirement-
If this were accomplished the number of wards of the state
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would "be decreased greatly, aisployee contributions should
remain in the retirement system of the service from which
the employee has been separated if the employee has been ft
member of such system in excess of a determined number of
years, perhaps five or ten* At the accepted retirement
age the ex-employee would receive an annuity of such
amount as his contributions* plus accumulated interest and
matching employer contributions* would buy* In the event
an employee were separated froia a service with leas than
this period of erviee to his credit* the retirement con-
tributions* plus interest* should be transferred to his
credit in the retirement fund of the service or plan with
which he is affiliated next. iuch provision is essential.
Throughout an individual's earning period he must make
provision for his old age. It is an accumulative process
over his productive years* It is a provision for his old
age security whiclj ftMt not be jeopardised by the employee
or the employer. Ml must have a t i^ible equity in tbe
retirement fund which is earmarked for his security in old
a^e* lie must not lorn this equity by r-ason of separation
fro& a service nor* on the other hand* should he be
allowed to use such equities for other than retirement
benefits.
The members of ft retirement fund should not be
allowed to borrow against their equity* The deleterious
effect is obvious* If such privileges exist* the
individual may not have sufficient equity in the
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retirement fund with which to buy an annuity tn essence,
the privilege of allowing an eiaployee, upon his separation
from a service » to withdraw his contributions without
restriction is givin the |im to borrow against his
retirement fund, aestrictiti? the use of the individual's
contributions in the retirement fund to retirement alone,
in no way reytricts hi a freedom of rsovejaent between Jobs.
has an established equity in hi 3 retirement fund which
he does not lose by virtue of his separation* conform
^ith the aceepte I concept of what a retires lm shsul t
accomplish, we must adopt principles which aiake the
fulfillment of this concept possible* In varying decrees
all the retirement- plans which have been discus sed, with
the exception of the Mmfy*** adhere to accc- .as
|tflHli| withdrawal rights*
paration from Service—foreign Service Officers
The foreign Service offic tireasnt Plan has
several different classes of withdrawn iits. Those
who fail of promotion and are selected out in "orelgn
rvice officer classes Z and 3 are retired frow the
service and receive benefits in accordance with the regular
provisions (2.i of average basic salary multiplied by number
of years service) - -f xieera UtiTlw aelecte in
classes 4 and 5 receive m \9Wttit CMHU j»&*g an^-t^irth
of a year's salary at their Hw current salary rate for
each year of service, payable without interest, in three
Hequal installments on the fir of January following
the officer* s retirement and on the two anniversaries of
this date immediately fc . ng; and» a refund of the con-
tributions made to the ftmlgfl ervice ietiraraent tfMt
saMlity -uni, with interest thereon at 4 per cent,
compounded annually, exce_ t in lie a of such refund
such officers may elect to receive retirement benefits on
reaching age 63 in accordance ?rith the regular provisions.
This plan has some very attractive features* A gratuity
is granted the eexraratee in the case of forced retirement.
Mcft gratuitous payments are spread over a ptrui of three
year 3. These payments are made in an effort to help the
separatee "become reoriented and further to encourage him
to leave hie retirement equity in the fund to provide an
annuity for himself at age sixty-two*
Any 7*7*iga Service officer separated for unsatis-
factory performance of dut is over forty-five years
of age receives "benefits in accordance vit.i regular re-
tirement provisions* but these cannot exceed 25 per cent
of his retiri lary. If such officer le under forty-
five he may receive a refnni of his contri or a
year's aalary, whichever is greater* r,li participants in
the system who separate from the service voluntarily with-
out he co tXigli . jr an -ty, arc 14 their
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contributions to the fund ~3ii;i interest at 4 per cent*
64 The 4 per cent interest is oaid only on the
requir QtrilHttioaa« iuntary contributions yield a
return of 3 per cent*
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compounded annual. to the late of their m •
This earne procedure is followed in the inToluH ,jep ora-
tion of cla3»r 6 officers.
The main criticise of this plan ti the allowance of
lump sum refunds of contributions to seoaratee?. fit
drawal benefit payment )lam? are provide! "bat they te
on an elective basis. They should *e comulaory.
separate a raan of forty ye are of age '*ith hi a retiremtm%
contributions of fifteen or twenty years in his I doea
not conform to retirement plan objectives.
ar&tion from Service—federal 'ivil Service
The federal ~ivil Service retains the contributions
of all employees separated after five years of service,
regardless of age* and pays a deferred annuity to such e
zees at age sixty-two* - annuities include the
matching contributions of the employer. This 13 an
excellent plan* Those persona separated vitfe less than
five years of service receive ^acfr their contributions wit.i
4 per cent interest, compounded annually up to the time of
eueh separation. \ere ftgmiSi it \ to
credit such lutap sums toward the security of t .ml
in his old age. "loimr^T, the admin 1 strativ? iaqfllMfl of
such procedure apparently Mtee t ; ' .1 at
present.
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ej^rt.tion ft -rviee—r'ubli L. ••-• 3 of Ohio
ithdrawal provisions in the Ohio public employe ej'
retirement system are similar tfl those in the federal Clivil
erviee except that Ohio deia&sids ten years of service,
itead of five years, before a person "becomes eligible for
permanent membership in the retirement system and receives
the benefits thereof. Employees with over ten years* serv-
ice credit in the system may elect to receive their con-
tributions plus accumulated interest rather than an annuity
at age sixty-tv/o* Thia election is not possible in the
federal civil Service.
Ian flaw 3ervice--
In Social Security the employee's contributions
remain invested toward his retirement regardless of bis
movement from one job to another. This procedure is sound.
iltlUHljTi many >rincii>les in the operation of Jocial
ecurity are sound, the low rate of contribution into the
fund with resulting low benefits, makes further discussion
of its benefits of little object in this paper. the
plan ha3 been included to illustrate the operation of the
widely known iocial Security fund as compared with other
retirement funds.
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6)
aration from iervice—U. U avy
ler the ;avy plan, voluntary separation before
the • tion of tv ur« of service yields no return
of funds to the individual, the principle triat the
individual should provide for retirement by savings
throughout his productive years is not recognized.
gifcle equities li the retirement fund are creates by
or for such individuals* this is important especially
in the case of enlisted personnel because of the high
rat?* of turnover. Lag over* figures for the month
of ~er, 1 H7 *#ere approximately 70 per cent. «hat
hapjtnei to the other 30 per cent? y served at least
four "hut they contributed nothing toward their
mil during those four or more productive years of
their life. Provision must be made for this situation*
We mast increase the pay of the enlisted MO and make his
sent contributions mandatory. Is oust keep such
funds earmarked for his old age retirement*
Involuntary separation for officers of lo*«er r_aiks
presents the same problems* The/ are not retired but are
with a year's salary* It is not necessary to
•ft! |Im ar ts against this procedure. It is
jsritial in sue ) cases to grant ft gratuity to th«
I&1 in order to help him to become readjusted to
66 Aa rcximati the U. . ^aval decruit
office, ColtatfettSf w>hio» BMtitifeWf 1M7.
?D
civilian lif*. prmti " yearns salary iia-
tr; over a period of fctae might V tel* •o*»ever,
in ad.litK , V tir I provisions for the individual's
year3 of service must "be mad", t Li I ; :c!r-.l o^li nation,
or i art:- 1, retirement equities taust "be ei
ve smet r^ ae that services r - special-
ize! tr ;t sa3ablc outside have a
-•al and social o>ligation to help reestablish and make
product! I t :.• Ii Lviiuala wh'j are Selected out.* Ifo
one retirement plan is applicable to all services*
rferences MMft military service, civil service, foreign
servi uetri&l or civilian work intro*- Afferent
re spon siVI II tie i for I r ntfir, tUM :lif-
f*3 . do not it plan
.ration i confer ity with sound ri^.ioles.
&• Beath and Usability
alequ- | I I ;ity bene-
fit ; one of nsnt
pXtm ' m res lti«« iloyer la •«•)) cases
ted« -n^sley express the
l sansibili-
Lv tieir Uate^eut that
.
.
- 1 ••*{ if I I Lit/ benefit • »li be
"borne by tne gumMMl alone in so far as
irfei of
duty is concerned* The benefits should ex-
tend or rra tnen t i i sab i 1 i ty l f i i the
r
a partial or -. tfttaX variety and should be
granted only aftsr medical eertifieation. .
in case of accidental death in
71
>erforsaance of duty an additional benefit should
since the ,rovemmental a^enc/ i:i in
sense responsible*
4e need not elaborate on the soundness Bad fell— ftf
such reasoning. I disability pension system it in direct
accord >?d.th justice ana sound public policy- tirericnt
plans must ea&ke adequate provision for disabii. „,,
death benefits* It see/as desirable that I "be
a differentiation between the r I .he
employer in cases where the I - if i d. -lity
occurred in the L>erl or&ance ui iuty Ml . Mm it
not in the performance fcf duty* owever # fe Terence
in responsibility must be onsi. igTM*
he re as the ...oyer ahoul* not be ex^cU-; fc* . Jte
a recti/ to the disability benefit ! SPtd
or killed by his own vicious tidbits, intemperance or
willfi, conduct* the e^jioyer gliml d In
•ivide a retirement and disability filiiii t
loyee 31 ii sabled a definite equity* lie arsount Maid
serve as a sum in aid Qi xfowlafqee <*n«l I
becoming a burden on society*
Ttath Bftd Usability Benefits—-Foreign service Officers
- Ign *er?ice -flic . _ . iii'c^xt ysl
adheres to tnese principles* Any participa l j, fl
67 osher and Klagaleya op.* ci t* 3 9* 689 «
68 ilasaon, on » ci t « , a« 14?-*
11 111. 1 l lli— I II I *
serving for not les3 than five years, becomes totally
disabled or incapacitated for useful and efficient service
"by reason of disease or injury incurred in the line of
duty, "but not due to vicious habits, etc., is retired on
an annuity a I ' MMMdktfHfl with regular salary and
service provisions- Tf the vji^&bled or incapacitate!
^tiei NUI less than twenty years of service at the
ti^*e he is retired* his ari ity is computed on t.
as 2. .it he t??enty years of service. Those
• it^er in line of duty nor as a
result - -itscondnct receive benefits fro© the
llMMM received by persons who
ily. In other words, they receive an amount
: ributions plus accumulated interest.
evvTj fcl led employee who is injured in
line of iut | have established a minimum service
rtteard of five years in order to beesne eligible for a
benefit* ^e of this as beia;$ just- fhs
•3 ire to serve may be
as l '.he tv?l*y«€ of ill1 ! service as in the
uyce of flfi pMfflfe* service. S*fl of service should
not alter \ Ability of the employer toward an
m& vhile faithfully servio |
.'.
:nefitc in event of death li line of
T34i 013* cit»» art c 831, p. 25
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duty in the foreign service < fficer plan are acceptable
except a9 limited "by the five year service requirement of
the participant. The widow received an annuity e | i to
UN annuity whieri she sfouii ha?
had "hee.i retired on the date of his I fct
to receive r iuced ana joint W*anr%T9*wkkl i%j*
in the case of Usability "benefits* Mapatail
on the tost* of twenty JfiMMfl N parti
than twenty years o service.
ia*ility Benefits— e ic ivil ^rvice
the qualifications for disability I ie
federal Civil Service are the s&iae as those ; xie
vorei
;^
n ierviee* Tath pla-is have a five year minisua
service requirement* the objections to #':ie I ft* iy
fceen discussed* *not in xine if duty* lis::'1 ill
"benefit computations are similar. | Wf3p< the Hn line
of duty* death and disability "benefit Ml » are
different- in the federal :ivil ^erviGe the 41 1 1*4
• leyee of less than tvretu . tan taM his "benefits computed
on the basis of his actual number of year^ of -service and
not on a guaranteed minimum ttf t /enty yearo 1 service as is
done in the "orei^n service ,ffleers s/stv f to
insure a sufficient "benefit for sue employees,
a twenty year "basis for computations is Lriible and
jU3t»
in the iMtfe ieral
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Civil 3erYi.ce, the dependency benefits are inadequate at
present. However, Wiittil measures are "being considered
currently i k^risi* »ier the pj . : law ienta
of employees Mailing death in the servi- ve only the
contributi B*a that the employe La into the retire-
tt ami Alajal \atcd interest*
bill unaer e#wl a in the &»uae of Representative
3
proposes NM t fita granted
to de .its* It |Mf . t
• ••iu «ny ca « . . loyse to whoa
lies shall die after having render
at least fiv^ ym civilian s rv Lee . . -and ia
survived by a widow, such widow nlwll be paid an
aaa liv 3nth
f ojlj. BwA«£ the death of tde officer or e&oloyee
or falJ p
sixty, whichever is later, a^ttfcl to 5J parsen I
of the MM If an annuity computed as provided
in section 4(a) liere of (salary and years of
service) with raajitat \ officer or
oloyee* Provide I, that such payments shall
cease upon death of the widow.71
The *eed a for I ilate payment
of the annuity to UN £4*1 if iependent children.
ch prooose % %M (I a. lion is a step -«it U ruc-
tion* 11 amount to little more
7?than i3U-;is in aiu oi si ate nee ° In aost coses. such
legislation id • iv '.tion of th >oi 3ibiiitie3 which
I by the eaipioyor.
70 ... 4127, . S3?.
7x U fcXS*i -3G. 12, (c), (i), p« 17.
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«ath and Usability enefit3—public cnloyeea' of >hio
The dis. ij benefits of the . ublic /ees f
Retirement ^ystess of Ohio are not satisfactory. $0
distinction is made "between -Usability incurred in perform*
j ice or iuty and that incurred through wilful n isconduct,
intemperance , etc. Hfft of the benefits rec ive i by the
disablei iwpltye are an outright gratuity* oh gratui-
tous payments are miitiiitft benefits in the case of those
disabled through their own wilful rdseon l<jct. The
disability benefit consists of
a} an annuity hawing a reserve equal to the
amount of the eapley**** accumulate i contri-
butions at that time; and b a pension which
together with his annuity, shall provide a
retirement allowance of one and one~£ifth
percent urn of his final average salary during
the last ten years or fraction thereof im-
mediately preceding retirement, multiplied by
the nuaher of years of bit total- se rvi ce , but
not less than thirty per centum of said
average salary, with the exception that in no
case shall the retirement benefit exceed
nine-tenths of the allowance to which he
would have been entitled had retirement been
deferred to the age of sixty and v,ad contribu-
tions at the rate existing during the last
year of active service been continued to the
age of sixty. 73
The disabled participant in the Ohio public employees
*
system has a minimum disability benefit amounting to 30
per cent of his final average salary74 (not to exceed
73 Public .niployees* Retirement 5ysten of Ohio,
3ec« 486-63, p* 21
74 This amounts to 40 per cent in the foreign
Service officers Retirement iystem.
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). This benefit guarantee is too low in mast cases*
.? tandard formula for the computation of disability
benefits should be adopted by all retirement systems*
There is no reason why one service should provide lis-
ability benefits amount* to 75 per cent of the disabled
member 1 9 last active frity t>ay (Naval Officer disability)
while another service provides a guarantee of 40 per cent
of the disabled member* s average basic salary (foreign
Service Officers) and still another service provides 30 per
cent of the iisabl iber* s final average salary, such
salary not to exceed 33)3. {public ussployees of Ohio).
Uniform computation formulas for disability benefits could
should be established*
other shortcoming of the disability benefit in
the Ohio public er^jloyees* syateza is that ten years of
service are required before the employee becomes eligible.
urt*ier disc : ion of this condition would be repetitive*
on the death of a ssember of the Ohio public
employees* retirement system his accumulated contributions
are paid to such person as he has nominated. This is
inadequate coverage for the employee's dependents* It
doubt it will be rectified in time as is being done in the
federal Oivil Service. The employer of a person who
lies in the performance of his duty Has a social and moral
obligation toward the family of the deceased employee.
75 U . 4137, U 637.
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This obligation nust "be recognized* The assumption of
this responsibility "by the employer wuld aid in the
establishment of a hi *h morale in his employees* The
loyee would not have cause to worry about the economic
security of hi3 dependents in the event of hi3 death. His
:iity would not be im paired b the thought that hio
dependents might become burdens on society* In this
knowledge # the dignity of the employee's family would he
maintained* This would result in a more efficient and
satisfied employee. ven though many organizations have
supplementary disability and death benefit funds, it is
essential that retirement and disability funds be developed
and operated in such a manner that they will accord ^lish
the dealred objectives*
~th and Usability Tene fits—- • U *avy
I may now turn to the consideration of disability
retirements in the Haval Service* This subject has be-
come one of public interest since the termination of
r II* There are practices in naval disability
retirement operation which merit investigation, /or
exatuple * there are differentiations in the methods
computing disability benefit- between officers mi
enlisted men of the same length of service and the same
disability* Jisabilit/ retirement of officers in the
military service a has been extremely high since the ^ar*
Is it justified? juch questions and practices must be
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explained satisfactorily or they raust be chunked,
ecntary it tional Defense, ^orrest&l, has stated
'•••the basic statute covering retirement for physical
disability [in the military services) became law on 3
jst lS61--two weeks after the first Battle of Bull Hun.
It is hardly surprising that a law of such antiquity needs
75
revision.* .^st agree*
1 ice the Havy disability benefit is an absolute
gratuity, there is no provision whatsoever for the serv-
.aan disabled mm a result of his own misconduct*
previously stated, an equity in t ;e retirement fund should
be created so that such individuals slgltw receive the
return of their contributions or an annuity which such
contributions would buy* kll would give thea a sum in
aid of subsistence* A retirement and disability fund siust
be developed in order to provide for such eventualities
.
here are two categories of naval officers retire i
for fliltn of physical disability incurred 4 in line of
duty": {1} If a retiring board has found that an officer
is permanently unfit for duty by reason of physical dis-
ability, that the cause of hi? incapacity is an incident
of the service, and the findings* and pm#*4t4iftC* &re then
approved by the resident, the officer is transferred to
the retired list at 75 per cent of the base pay of the
rank in which he is then serving plus longevity? (3) If an
76 Anay and Havy Journal, Service i-.eaiera ^fendl
Retirements, >u<?est ;iei disability System * february 14,
I IH I Jiill f l u »l—«—»»«<< «»!! m i lp—»—WMMI I I Mill —<fc—.11 lifl m f **
M8, p. 611.
1J
officer of the tegular service is incapacitated for acti/
service and such incapacity t the result of any inci-
dent of the service, he raay "be wholly retire! ffew the
service with one year's pay or be placed on the retir
list with f . rlou^h pay (50 per cent of base and longevity
77
pay) • These are generous benefits indee
iGuld be a differentiation "between ^service
incurred f disability benefits and other disability bene-
fits* However, * service incurred* disability sh. Im
strictly limited to disabilities received while under anas
or under actual duty conditions and should be equally
cable fee servicer u of officer or enlisted status,
serves or legators* As i J 1 ; ^lasaon 3tates,
..•the e;--»ybasis should fee .-.laced on the
essential justice of the principle upon which
the gysl i "based. Those who are called
>on to take up anas and risk their lives in
d€.V of the state should be cared for
generously in case they are disabled \
wounds or ether injuries received is the
ance of their military $tt£les*78
the strict interpretation of 'service incur
disability, the military services will alleviate soiae of
the prevalent public criticise] of disability retirements*
itistics showing the nuisber and percentages of officers
of t f | i ry fixid Air Forces receiv. hy 3ical
disability retirements between 1 J40 and U47 are
77 'lavy >epartus iiletin, Vol. ;U , e« 5,
p. 47, ..epteistber, 194?*
78 dlasson, q$. cit . , p* 147*
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enlightening. 7 "^ public agitation concerning disability
retirement in the anaed services is illustrated wit
lin£ clarity in the following article,
... overall, the list of retire i grid /ar II
:\rmy and 8avy Officers has grown to a total
of 36,798. Of these 34,26? are retire! for
disability. That means that 93 per cent are
drawing tux free disability checks each
month, equal to three-fourths base military
pay. Hosts to the taxpayers •< I r ex-
ceeds 3128, 501,0)3. ,hat concerns the in-
Test ixators is that only 23 pft? cent of the
officers drawing disability retirement pay
hare injuries c by aeJrtistj uni most
these are in the lower grades—-not the gen~
erals, colonel t and admirals. ore over,
less than a thirl of all such pensioned
officers ar-: 5) ;er cent or more disabled;
the rest, presumably, can take and are
taking all sorts of civilian jobs. Us-
ability pay* equal to regular retirement
pay but not subject to income taxes, has
been awarded officers for service-connected
isorders ranging from diabetes to loss of
an art*:. In p ice, taoat of :~
Little* have been civilian-type ulcers or
nervous disorders, not wounds by eozsbat.
:uch avenues of criticism ®ust be closed. *dervice incurred*
disability MSt be narrowly defined.
ovisiona for ite medical examinations and
their review must be provided in the laws govern i
I
oik disability benefits in the several retirement
systems. inch laws must be adhered to stringently.
Periodic medical examinations should be administered to
17 ee vo^endix X.
80 ;ac n i ted states ^cws , -acts of Military
t^ensi on a , «
(
1 ,i , 1 M7 , ,:> • 19.
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n on- specific disability®* case a in an effort to re a tore
the disabled aan to his rightful self-sup >ortif, ce in
society. In the accomplishment of this task, no impedi-
ment should exist in the restoration process. U-\ the
restoration of non-specific disability casea, Kki Us-
ability benefit show 1 -J. be based on the iniivi lual f s
actual physical condition and not on his earning power.
In this smnner the individual's readjustment initiative is
not taken amy» * Hi may not rely on his disability bene-
fit for security la case his physical condition improves
nor is he discouraged fro level opin I earn ; oten-
tial* In case I of specific permanent disability , whether
partial W9 total, the compensation a-ward should be fixed
and irrt ie and should not bc» influenced by the
earnings or earning power of the individual-
Ml present basis for computation of disability
benefits for the naval eniis: an is not as tm as
that far the officer. The disabled enlisted man with
sixteen years of naval service receives one- ft his
base pay plus longevity and this la increased by 13 per
cent if he is credited with extraordinary hero lata
(determined by the Secretary of the ifavy) . If the enlisted
mm lias twent rs of naval I a and if he enlisted
81 ype c i t i c :l i sab i 1 i t ie may be ty i f ie 1 by
amputation ^ » blindness, etc






to ^^ard )* 7a:-,yo riSx*tion ^or >isabilit/ Incurred in
:ili tar,y or :*aval service , j* 3«
S3
3ubtfe iuent to 1 July 1925, he may receive a disability
benefit amounting to one-half bin base pay, and after
tiiirty years of active and inactive service may receive a
retirement benefit of one-half pay olus lo:i?evity. The
enlisted MS disabled with not less than ten years of
service who has not been (1 1 1 lllim I#M for misconduct may
apply to the Secretary of the iavy for a Haval Inval
tension. If he has ten years' service but less than
twenty , the Secretary of the ilavy requests district
Cojeaandants to convene a board of three Uaval officers,
one of whoia must be a 'edic&i officer, to examine into
the condition of the applicant and to determine the
percental of his disability, the amount of pension
re comaendei, ,nd the period for which the pension is to be
effective. is report 300 a to the Veteran's Administra-
tion Mid *nts ension.
eteran's Administration pensions for total dis-
83
ability, in most cases, arsount to >138»09 a ^onth
regardless of the serviceman 1 * rate. Partial disability
pays less; a 1) ptaf cent handicap, for Qjtfinpl*, pays only
13*80 a month. Loss of an ana or a foot add 58. to the
monthly 138. total disability pension. Loss of both legs
rates a total of -12 >0 monthly. It may be added that naval
disability allowances computed on the basis of service, as
discussed above, may be waived in order to receive
83 Public Law 314, 27 ^ay 1944.
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disability pension allowances from the Veteran's
Administration.
r r n not justify lV; JJjftiJWI Ifl LlMMlitgf
benefit between officers and rsen in the : avy. What is
accept te a retireable disability for an officer at
75 per cent of his 'base pay should Toe a retireable dis-
ability for an enlisted man at 75 per cent of hi a "base
pay* the "benefits of the two should be ie ter^ine i on a
common basis* The uncertainty of enlistel Emael
disability benefits i a no aid in recruiting men for the
service.
The interpretation of percentage of disability
incurred by an enlisted man may vary with the different
examining boards nch procedure is bound to have a
deleterious effect on morale.
The difference in disability benefits between
officers and enlisted ?aen may not be justified on the
basis that enlisted personnel learn a salable vocation in
the Mavy* A physically disabled boatswain's ^ate is no
better off in civilian life than the disabled naval
officer*
It is essential that a uniform system of computing
disability benefits be established throughout the service.
i/»|— of transfers within the service should be
developed in order to utilise those individuals who, while
not fit for unlimited service, may still be productive in
limited service. oreover, if a total disability
O**
retirement is awarded, the individual mast be granted a
benefit sufficient for him to live. Vuch provisions
should be applicable not only to officers at; i of the
Sfaval service but to the members of ail at ary and
civilian servicer as well. A plan similar t i I -at pro-
vided for foreign Service Officers should be adopted in
all services*
hiie a wide difference exists in the disability
benefits between wtt leers and men in the Baval Service,
there is no difference in dependency "benefits due to
death in UN service not from misconduct, OMtta due to
misconduct, of course, leaves the dependent not the
shortcomings of this procedure liave been discussed. In
ease of the servicemark s death in line of duty, the widow
is granted a gratuity ajaountin^ to six months base pay of
the deceased and a monthly annuity of thirty dollars j>er
iaonth* plus twenty dollars per for the first child
and eighteen dollars for additional children* The
allotments for the children continue until they reach
eighteen years of age. This sum is not sufficient*
visions for adequate dependency benefits la the Haval
erviee are of prime importance and must be ado inch
provisions are necessary not only for the high morale of
the service but they are essential tfl the maintenance of
the serviceman's self respect and dignity* This has been
cussed*
ma 1/
A ftUM 1 n
e may conclude that the tfavy ftitiytinl Vyst«i
jt ha adjusted so that it -.111 pfctfl uforraa.nce
•vith accepted pri*«J iff retirement. Tlae public doe a
not look with favor at the ever- Increasing costs and the
arbitrary practice a of the present w.vy ret. ut dystera*
socially acceptable change in the structure or the
system will not necessarily mi ft* less
*t&ke«hom: .?r naval personnel* It -mill MM that
the plan will Im h.-sed and operated on g»%il'HWiill prin-
ciples acceptable to the public. Th« adoption of a
different concept of retirement in the Tavy may he con-
sidered as a definite ility* there feftittg no reason
the 2lavy retirement systoru could not operate in
conformity *»itn the principles previously discussed
herein. Moreover such a plan could Tbe constructed so that
• objective n and operation of the «ary -tion ssystea
would not ! - B#ft¥*£«
?he adoption of a contributory oyste- k$m
I oe. 9 problems evolve from this ate irst
question ut salary increase--? sufficient tu ft care
of the MROUat of the contribution and second, stlon
of the status of i ent wmrtiFl of the service.
ither of j problems is too difficult* an increase
in salary Bhould be granted Is aeinbers of tbe service*
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•uch increase should equal the amount of the required
contribution.
salaries in the sailitary, as in civil service and
industr mla T»e determined scientifically. It is a
step in the lnstituti?'.* of a co at rry re-
tirement plan since contributions are nased on salaries.
Hanson Baldwin makes the statement th |
• ••the pay of our enlisted w&n is "by far the
highest in the wor i is a: out
"be ttrged to arrant a considerable p&y increase
for officers. et the iy
enjoy economic prlrile&es* . -#hich put thsir
personnel in a socially accno ically
favored position* m should not forget that
the first Utmp %m .-.utocr ,./ nation
Mi creation of !gNt#J .viie^ed
7 class* 84
A eomparison or m 3 Ibit—M tbe military of this
country and the military of other countries is unfair and
aieleaii labor In t . : t. is paid the
he st mge in the world* This does >r
from securing wage increases—nor should it affect t
military services* -he naval officer is in a lean favored
position economically tod: n he was after the first
85
rid iar. lariea in t -litary should have a
ientific t>asis and should be related to salaries in
84 Hanson Baldwin, The Military More In, 3aroer.3
Magaaine , fe«catbtr« U47 , p. 489*
85 f1as*Artn1ml /echteler* the Senior iavy repre-
sentative on trie Joint $BT% tt*€* state! that
his fatlu . •* - .,,'. ar I »4 a
greater rnoneta f take home ' pay than he did as m -lear
j. In .rid War . avy p iot iner in
proportion to the increase in taxes m& the cost oi^ livin .
1other services and Industry in the 'nite 1 ;tatea« ia
relation / i "be toaintaiued» M contribut nrw
system would negate one so-called ^economic priviie;e*
—
that of a gratuity retirement benefit-- Llow for raore
accurate comparison of salaries MNMg th<5 several service 3
•
'or present ssscibera of the: r,aval as rvice, an
equity eo.ual to that which woua I had
they contribute;* to their retirement iout their
service should "be careuiteu t -ount.
This should one by congressional approjriat f the
MMtM ds» siei^b- & to* Xav:-.l service who
entered prior to the .i the a«w should be
allowed an election iafalia m MM the old retirement
system in order that the | of their enlistasent con-
tracts May he carried out in good faith. .1 :t the
old system* naturally, woula *& L dual 3 in-
eligible to any >ilTiMtn£<i t it accrue under the new
syateis* however, the new styate ild he compulsory for
new entrants into the aervice.
The contribution rate required of t MMMI
would be dete -ctuarily in order that tb ranteed
benefita would tow a sound a • 1* *4
determinations are the job of a* ex- I actuary and
are far I i the ac - R*«
a SQvermaent would mate serviceman 1 a contribu-
tions if he fulfilled certain requirement The as
requirements will be discuss^ I aequently. The amount
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of tht contributions would be determined actually
and would "be appropriated ily into an actaar i-
serve fund*
ioyee*s accumulated fun fe*
deposited in the Treasury of it^t aid
be interest bearin til #1 ..id, t5»
e.iyloyer's .sate contributions, actuarily let' .1
abled* meet d >n the service, retir i&tion
"he B« 1 1 1 : , I 1 c > v. oaid be ap-pron r
i
I jtfil ly . ail
deposits interest bftftOtia | actuarial reserve fund.
itLer aiMRtlti
l j ies. The sise of
preclude the tttafelJ ifeomti or ft* act I I reserve fund.
It has been state! tnat 1833 in .%«
Off
any reserv qrstav ox" UwflHi unworkable." It
possible that !?«• I ;atad to book
reoerve ? Ffctbft? than real reserve ti :rfc bn true if
such fund 4 were use I ;overn,sent for ut«
ve<;, 30, the full fait m * ' tit or
tatea Government behind sucb reserve 3, whether
real or book, the safety of the fu .teei.
the est^blijaisenfc of sue *und la mkH l io.ro..
atioa and trial*
86 arke r , o:;* cit * * p • 295
»
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cially trained orps personnel wou
•toinister the fund under the dir< f i of a Beard of
Trustees. >t if -i that lirt "boa of
six members and include I - *etar/ of the 'freasury*
tbe ueeretary of )efense , the St ere tar;/ of the avy, the
lef of the Bureau of Supplies an I AM9Wlte y tlM If
of the Bureau of ^ciicine and iurgery an A the "!hi«f of the
iureau of Baval Personnel. Thus bt tfe civilian and naval
interests would be represented on the boa-
BptMttMM&itS benefits for officer id "be
compute 1 at 1 per cent of the individual's last active
duty salary plus longevity lultiolied "by the nu?a>>er of
years of service, such benefit not to exceed 60 ~ger cent
of fiu eligibility for superannuation benefits
would come after the officer reaches age sixty and lias
thirty years of service, uowever, an individual night
receive *age er*dit*i not i , m
hazardous or physically deteriorating duty a Mr duty in
eiimates «&lf -.u tea tribute to the pfryelltl deteriora-
tion of :fiicer» ly and; m W*i I officer laigfct
become eligible for superannuation retirement -it age
fifty- two .it . tuirtj year I o^ service. A maximum of
eight years of *age credit ' is si. IM t
averse naval officer Wal4 have thirty year*, of service
at &£ fifty-two. Co^uisory retirement would regain at
age sixty-two. .-'racticuiAy all naval officers i . ul.l create
acme nage credit" because of the >r :t station of
Ml
luty. The requirements for superannuation "benefits
would "be related to those of other retirement plan ;•
,
hetwe.-. KMl Service and the
M9t sedentary servicer .he r
lection of a joint survivorship annuity' would "be
allowed the officer at the tixne of his rtUltllUt*
listed personnel superannuation retirement pre-
sents other factors. The duties of sur ividuals are
usually snore athletic than tiose of the officer
•
tjf
require more physical activity. >aticfuctory superannua-
tion retirement requirements for enlist ^sannel might
derived "by setting the age-service rt^atTWiU for
\lmxy retir I at age fifty-two with thirt rs
of service. However, after twenty year** of service and
upon reaching age forty- two, several enoices of future
naval service ttlgfci he offered the enlisted aan. \ *nt
he trai^ferre : ictiv* duty in the 1*1 ;serve? he
might he come ineligible for certai id &t
physically deteriorating duty, unless he desired and was
con-ilern i fit t .c duty; or, he > be ret cm
an annuity payable at age fifty-two t$t*l to 2 per cent
of his b-. • i£ plus x ity ;.-uutid led by his number of
t aervic . ah person wouia receive a six month
sialary separati .tuity. i'rovi&ions for
uity (payable after twenty years service and age
forty-two) equal to 1 1/2 per cent of tne enlist*; *s
base pay plus longevity multiplied by his number of years
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of service might be adopted. However, early retirement
must not "be made too easy. Incentive to remain productive
should "be provided. There are many job 3 of a sedentary
nature in the Kavy that could utilize the experience of
the Mavy enlisted man of over twenty years service. It is
recommended that retirement of enlisted personnel becoae
compulsory at age 52 unless further service is desired by
both the 3avy and the enlisted man. In no case should
such service extend past the enlisted sian f s sixty-second
birthday.
-everal different provisions are M0fttt4 for
those officers "selected out* of the service, officers
having over twenty years of service should receive an
annuity equal to 2 per cent of their last active duty pay,
plus longevity* siultiplie 1 by their number of years of
service payable to them upon reaching fifty-two years of
age, or they might receive a reduced annuity payable to
ttaa at the time of their separation* >uch individuals
should receive a gratuity of six months pay on their
separation from the service if the former plan vmre
elected* This is proposed in an effort to encourage them
to elect an annuity payable at age fifty- two. The same
provisions are suggested for individuals "selected out* of
the service who have more than ten years of service but
less than twenty years. However, computations of their
eventual retired pay would be based on 1 1/2 per cent of
their base pay plus longevity multiplied by the number of
years of service with no right to elect a reduced annuity
payable on separation* This seem** justified in that such
personnel are youn^ enough to adapt themselves to
civilian life* Those separated with less than ten years
service, but siore than five, should receive a six month
pay gratuity and their accumulated contributions plus
interest could he transferred to their credit in some
other retirement plan, possibly the Social Security itend*
or retained in the T&vy Fund* Ho provision for such
a practice exists at the present but it la in conformity
k#ith sound retirement principles. Men separated with
less than five years service should have their contribu-
tions returned ;>lus accumulated interest* U though the
money should be set aside for the individual's retirement,
tbe high rate of separation from the service luring the
officer's first five years of service and the hi*h costs
of administering such accounts raises the return of such
contributions more practical* as indicate 1 by the
experience in the federal Civil 3erviee*
Voluntary separation presents little difficulty.
It is recommended in such cases that the serviceman's
contributions plus accumulated interest be transferred
to his credit in some other retirement system. It is
repeated thai such funds should be retained for the
retirement benefits of the individual if such individual
has over five years of service.
pendents of members of the iiaval Service who
)3
death in the service not as a result of their o^m nis-
conduett should receive an annr.it I iff 1 1/2 per cent
of llM /ay of the deceased plus longevity nultijlied by
his number of years of service • In no case ahould such
benefits be less than 30 per cent of the salary of the
deceased* In addition » a gratuity amounting to six
months* pay of the deceased should be granted his
rodents* In the event of a serviceman's death as a
result of hla own misconductt the dependents of the de-
ceased should receive only his contributions nluo accumu-
lated interest* The obligation of the Saval Service in
the latter case is quite different than that in the
forme r •
Tm basis of disability benefits should be unifora
thr . -ut fcfee *aval -Service and there should be no
length if service* requirement necessary to become
eligible for a benefit. Total ^service incurred* dis-
ability benefits should aivjunt to 60 per cent of the
individual's y&$ plus longevity but not be less than some
stipulated su«a. Phis would take care of the men in thr
low pay brackets and with little service. ^ijefits for
total disability due to ^natural" causes in line of duty
ahould consist of a iiiIhIwii of 40 per cent of the
individual's bass pay plus longevity or 2 per cent of the
individual's base pay plus longevity tiiaes the number of
years of his service , whichever amount is the greater*
Insofar aa possible , partial disability ahould be
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taken care of by transfers within the service 3>r\£ by
limited duty status* .-eyer, where this is not ;)os.;jiMe,
officers and er;listed r&tn should "be governed by the asms
rules* se suffering partial disability should receive
a benefit cosrecnsuratt with that disability. The adiainis-
tion of such a program aust be carefully juparvieel.
fferentiation taust "be made between permanent m& noa-
pemanent disabilities. Individuals in the latter
category should receive periodic exa^inations to determine
the status of their disability. There should be no
differences in the rules governing disability fits or
qualification 3 therefor between officer and enlist
personnel, ^either I the service retire an individual
oti a partial benefit when he is unable to *^d ae^here
because of his physical condition. Careful tistra-
tion of this p-&^e of retirement is essential-
ility received by a member of the "aval
rvice as a result of his own wilful misconduct nullifies
it of the responsibility of the fffcflfftl -Service for that
individual. .:uch individual should receive benefits
commensurate with those which his contribution and
accumulated interest would purchase* If he is totally
37 i /eteran ration doctor i i a large city
told the writer that he had a case of a veteran said to
have been in A;erf :ct physical condition at the tine of his
release from a military service and yet one week later the
veteran failed to pass the physical examination for the
postal service on account of a heart condition and was
thus refuse i the eisployiient.
)S>
disabled and apt to becou*e a ward of society - suca funds
should be turned over to a public institution as an aid
toward his support* it he is not apt N beesue a ward of
society, such funds should be used to buy oira an annuity*
The amount, while s^oall, woull be an aid in his subsist-
ence* Partial disability received as a result of an
individual's own wilful misconduct should be handled as
in the latter case* to sever, if such a disabled indi-
vidual were able to earn a livelihood his contributions
should be transferred to his credit in another retirement
system*
In our efforts to arrive at a cmmou basis for
retirement benefit computation ana ratea uf contribution
among the several services, eousiaeratiou Ml | k fee ^iven
in the laval Service to trie inclusion u£ living ftliMNMti
in the computation of benefits and as a basis for con-
tributions* uch inclusion would enable a aiore equable
and fair comparison of the several reftlvecMfct systems and
would aid in the achievement of jaore uniform sathods of
benefit computations*
It is strongly recommended that all retired pay be
tax exempt regardless of the reason for which the benefit
is granted* The basis for such recoa^aendation is the
fact that the income tax has been paid previously on the
contributions which aaake possible UN retireiaent benefit*
In sueh case taxing retired g&y is the same as taxing the
incotae twice* onsiaeration should be giv> * to the
*6
fact that individuals receiving retired pay are MMKWftli
c&lly no longer productive am are living en an *earned a
income upon which a tax na3 "been paid, payment of income
tax on retired yay aeeaae unjustified.
effect of the foregoing retirement system on
the liaval iervice would be favorable in many aspects ay
increases vrould ensue* *a would attract young men to
the imvul >ervice. iounger men are attracted more by the
figure beaind the dollar sign than by so-called ^hidden
benefits** llii though compulsory contributions must be
made frosa this higher salary* unlisted men are not
appreciative of their retirement benefits until «*d'ter their
first enlistment* ^avai pa>y would coispare with the pay in
other areas of endeavor and attract raure arid better MB«
is plan of retirement applies the peeitiwe method
of motivation in personnel management at* . *ouiu be a
stimulant to ssorale* Individuals woula not be Hft&f in
the ^aval Service by the intangible equity in tneir retire-
ment benefits* not only woula this factor increase morale
in the :*avai iervice but it would increase the efficiency
of the service* Mea would remain in the service «.;u cause
they wanted to remain in toe service* interest and desire
are contributors to efficiency* Tue future iiavy wou*.d
benefit* the incumbent iaesibera of 1 g*el Inrvie id
be exposed to the same stimulating factor* if aucu a pl«.i
were adopte -..
ihe several bent proposed i r J this system
'7
emphasise the economic security aspect of retirement
rather than the reward for service, .rorisions necessary
for the high morale of personnel are include^. The sys-
tem is one which would be generally aco- stable wmA in
conformity with present day retirement thought.
It is realised taat this plan is not in strict
conformity with all of the principles of retirement plans
as set forth in the ffWiWllng chapters* riowever, it is a
workable plan—a start* wolution and change cose
slowly—but a plan such as the foregoing would be an
initial step in the right direction.
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etireraent plans must "be dynamic y -mist change
as our society changes* They must tse progressive. Our
military retirement systems hare remained relatively
un change i staflt their inauguration. On the other hand,
constant s&Kggt has accompanied our civil MJflti plans.
It Is neces I *t retirement plans conform to l
accepted thought cf the day. Hiat was accepted yesterday
®ay M loftgtx r-.s oceertel today* hide we recognise
retireraent jfitain M an instrument to take ears of us in
»1<& *g#i we stust hav-. an idea of what is accepted as
oil »£»« IfesYM* at one Mm it was expected that one
snouli vox 3 he wis is .yalsory retirement
9 are bow include 1 in ttOst reti. fS lias
"been ft tend to reduce the § of consul MHPy /jtirement
'3 jujt as the working day and the
world-:- .:;•- V-:n decreased. At lo;?er retires it
ages benefit.. cost wmm* -:ver a period of year;j
Yie^a on ace- L* Btmtar&a of liv U
"This li v ou-; * -.".feet . is an ac ^iuate
retirement benefit* eh fa as these o' s4
these c' I snot 1 »£&iS4 feiwwat systems
alters i to meet such changes. Hm Pftil« . ;t "be
adopted in such a mar fc they are ft I Is,
adequate and acceptable. Retirement plaas anat cL ;e as
philosophy concerning retirement change s« Only "by such
necessary modifications .rill a retirement system rise
above attack Mri criti the military
and civil services whose severest
the general , is oniv tc ffMdj !• fl« *a in
existing >/stW« iur present ftlgtial pla-i . ,1 k
justified la the light of Ig retirement thought*
.1.1 tmti I . * "bciaia for
benefit computations » tToQtrlbtttieas tiird n individual's
retireMrt 111 kMi on ft percentage tf felt total
salary. This? ra^i? .11 "be uniform t). wm% t
several service - I oyer ilMWCid match the
employees' contribution* * In MM eas^ M ois-
ability, deal' , etr., t ail contributions
to the far? I •bm 1 "he g ft 1 1 • r tfeftA tlM Ml* s • .is
is a social r - ', ^jysr.
it -? I ligation uf Social &curity <*.il
btmi (Hvll tervlea . .t vmnmn
*
. * tha t 'ions tta&fl r t L ii eu ri t
y
,^ct anould not be saore favorable than those of
thfl HffiMMCit act and that lbs two
federal Acts should be properly coordinated, not
•at t> • ' Lous it, latter ihmld be re-
duced to the level of the former, but rather
%tm '•--':-.'
Thi3 is in our re&ac-. , t-hat there saouiu be
some equalisation of I . fits t. I I I serv-
ice -« nefits «• a yrivllftg»4
!#©s!wr audi
-J, ? > cit « , p. 5..
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class • A'hat the individual receives he should earn. Il
may lo this only if he is paid a just salary and con-
tributes on the basis ox* that sal«r/ throughout his
productive years* This applies to all services--military
and civil*
In eyuelu^ion, B retirement plan to he generally
accept^b^.^ today jnusfc he on a contributory basis- trie
retirement fund must be based on actuarial computations
ana, if considered feasible, it should operate as a true
actuarial reserve fund; it must be well aduiinlatere a,; it
must not allow for too early absolute retirements it nust
recognise the equity earned in tae funds by the employee
|
it must provide adequate superannuation benefits; it must
provide for the support of disabled employees; it must
provide for tne depen of a deceased employee killed
in service; it must operate in sucn a way that benefits
are considered the namei ri^ht of tne employee ana not a
gratuity; and it taust be operated in aucn a MWH Ml to
place It a'nore public reproach*
The adoption of sucn a ayste^ for trie *avy would
ieu*j. to a more receptive attitude by Congress in the
cjisiaeration of salary increases; it would *aaxe salaries
in true $&vy more comparable witn those in other fields of
endeavor, thus attracting better men to the service; it
would provide uniform 'Usability and adequate dependency
benefits j it woula improve the efficiency and raorale of
the service an i finally it would remove the ^iavy as a
101
target on the public firing line in regard to arbitrary
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33 * Off* ..*?%Tff A*&?/' jkl/n* :le^ , 1 Oi i IMJ
10 b
40* The United state 3 ews , Washington . "". , )ecenfre~ 12,
1M7.
41* - il fonia , the Bureau of :»&v . 1 eraonnel Information
Puiletin, -JoTem'ber, 194?, Mu
42- x)1 iMMM* ^&*? Bureau cf Marcs 1 Per? Uon
He tin, August, 1946, number 354
•
43.
_^ I ggflA - Igagfltl - uilet^ti , Sellege of :du cation,
Eli <t.-., (,0 nirersity, Vol. XXVI, Mo. 7,
I id, 1^47.
44 - ,-pU,aalnu » sarpera and "rather3, BHMAtfi 1947
45- F Ami JtMCI .V°, * JJeMflMlKl8 .l^-ffi, Bureau of
iJaval -ersonnel, Tuly, 1147-
46# ;hat*a Tour :lavy dollar sor.th? . Bureau of Haval
—i— i l 1 m i -1 mm «i '< » ' mi m " Ph i i» n» . »<».. i T< m— '
erne1» July, 1347.
47. A*. •/ „ -jreer in t.i<e Peacetime ^avy , ureau of
! »'" 1 - Ill nm .M1i H I I I Kill II Mill W^il H i HI IMIIM Hl i ll j lH l>lT« MM IIM M «. .w — I !«'ir&X ^ersiotinel, Oetdfeer, i\*45»
48 • **avy
,
'Je partmew t Bu II e tin , Vol., 'CI, xfo. 5, aa ftlagton,





caog.time )aree.r , Bureau of *Javal
iiii » n i m ,. *fa »!» mm ii'iiii a n ny—tuSmmmt m : i mn p n »»i»iii y
personnel, Wellington, '"• -«, t, 1J45*






a* Pay teeeived by a 'iavy ^susan I^iret "lass
( H
are the. official t\
1.
|« Loi :i •
3« ffloth*












1 33 . ) )
I M8»0Q (3)
IM4, 1080.04
£5« ' . &0
Key
? - by the :'ary.
1 - -"get of 1 " -?ea for April 194* frotrr. of
Labor ^Utiatica* >ept# of Labor*
I - ataa of one of the better-known insurance coupon lea*
3 * iJttfftam of Internal ieyenue, iona 104)* 1946*
* iYom *tfbat f a four I vy foliar iorth?*, Bureau of ^aval
.ton, '-. ". , July* I M?»
1)7
iUDix II
To the £4 . unt litHttt W » "Uvea Smn (The Inter-
est Conrpou - early - Under the t^iven r^te «r Seat and
opposite I .1- r of ./car- find t MBit of >1, and
Ltiply it by the rineijul. tar t\c inUrest 1
I) frors trie a&ount
given Iselutt before multiplying)
.
* ,ount of tX at at
r Cent
Yearc a Z l/a I 3 I/a j. 4 l/z
1 UtMMI 1-925X) i. 05000 1.03500 1.04 W I I litMCI
a UMMQ 1.05063 1.QS090 1.07123 1.J816J UMN
3 |«MH 1.07389 1.3 3273 1.10872 1.12486 1.14117
1 a 1.1)361 1.1^551 1.14753 1.16930 1.19253
5 1.10438 1.jl:>141 1.159:^7 1.16769 l*'4l66b x.^461B
6 1*1^616 1.15969 1.19405 i**SMf UMU 1.S0226
7 ;U14B6i I*MM§ 1. gtWI I. Rt i^j..,^ UM
8 1.17166 1.21840 1.26677 1.31681 1.6oa57 1*41
9 l*lff§§ 1.24886 1.3)477 UM3I9 MMI 1.40610
10 l.fXttf i»l M 1.34392 1. 41060 3U4MM 1.55297
11 1.24337 1.31209 1.38423 1.45997 1.53945 1.62285
12 1*3*834 1.34489 1.42674 1.51137 1.6 >* >., i. 6^588
ioe
Ariea of foreign *gtrice Offleer a
There shall "be seven classes of .Foreign ier^les
reer vAmimWWm Tne per
annum salary of a eareer sinister shall fee #UtM9« !uis
pe* «i 9twlii officers within
each of the oilier classes shall >>« as follows*
10,360, I*»?90, Hi », XlfftfOf
iilOli S»6j), Ifd00i 9,5 ,
"lass -j, ? 30D, i|IHa ',<-% ?|
?,3&0, ?#*$** ?#*$#«
&M S< 3,501, Stfttj iftMt 4,1 ,
4 , 2 5 1
»
v ufclie Law 704 j "--lor? I
10
J /
Navy Retirement >ay liable for <20 tears or ore je >.*vice_
at for service for 20 yeara or MMNM -ale
are taM 8 1/2 r of - - counting
6 months or store as MM TU j---r> tl—t the baa*> pay I
.gevitj I t frao-
tion^l year or . « coir a *'ull year
applies to .. rft-
vision ioes not auoiy tj the eaa *\, I jeyity credit-
yi^A-^x j8s.aoj ^irr.^1 flb»i ,^-%^,..S^^,
Admiral, '/ice 6.67 5&O.JJ 403.33 | i
» .ear
Knls*l P9**




Co»4r. 20B.55 218-37 S27*33 238.22 3*3*0jj
Lt. ruBiir ^ m • i*?.*9 194*91 234.12 >a3.47 ITITos
17
Meat-.' -. «..'.* 1*9*96 156.98 163*01 17-3.78 .54
-tidi ... lao.oo 3 .25
"tetire < S3J-24 34*24 34fr-35a :0 - - ^7
u, 44 )•">) 458.33 476.67
.c^« . . MP)
'Rear I . . -ower) 919*99 343.75 357. 99




Lt. "omlr. 25^.B8 26J.50 880.73 291*96 19
Lift*** *m + 323.75 851*C
I£«ttt.|g.3 * 186.30 D3. U*8 199*99 8X7f
£n*|j A- 00 175.90 182.00 IB. 1 .})
<%W.0« witli *aore tha /ears co*amiesia«ed ftftJPVlftfl
i tsradltable ream*


























































3 J -) .38
356.75
** . . with more than 20 years eotasissioned aerviee
with creditable record.
t $*¥*$* with iore than 10 years commissioned service
with creditable record.
Metainer and Retirement ^ay> Havy .unlisted Personnel
li^lMlity
liability for transfer to Class £-5 is t>ased on
twenty years active naval service. An enlistment termi-
nate 1 three months or less prior to normal date of dis-
charge for convenience of the government f or service in
a minority enlistment, are considered a full four year
enlistment when computing total service. Iilglt>ility for
transfer to Class |bi la bused on twenty years active
federal service, &ay-for-day. federal service is all
active service in the Army, 3mvy f Marine Corps, or Coast
luard.
Retainer £ay f option One (Old)
inder ft&lli Law 732, 75th Congress » retainer pay
for Class F-5 was computed at the rate of one-half haae
pay at tise of transfer, stilt no additions, regardless of
length of active service in excess of 20 years. Upon re-
tirement at the end of 30 years' total service, MB* are
entitled to the permanent additions gained in performance
of active duty. Their retired pay la computed in the
same manner a a for Class F-4-d raen with equal service.
.ay^raie 1 1-A 2 3 4 5 6 7
82.5) 7-j.JO 6^.50 57.50 50.00 45. J ) 40.)) 37.5:)
Ill
A?: >] [ IV (continued)




ice 1 1-A 2 3 4 5 6 7
M 132.03 121. J) 1)8. JO 92.)) 00*00 7;.)J 64. 1*00
31 140. 25 127*53 114.75 ^7.75 85.30 76.50 68.00 63.75
24 148.50 135.01 121.50 103.50 00.00 81-00 T2*00 67.50
27 156.75 142.50 138.25 100.25 95.00 85.50 ^6.00 71.
30 165.00 150.0) 135.00 115.00 100.00 90*00 00*00 75.
detainer and retirement ivay, All Classes
option Two
Under Public Law 720 men of all classes, ?leet Re-
serve* were permitted to elect one of two method3 of com-
puting retainer pay. The second method computes re-
tainer pay at rate of 2 l/;3% of fcase pay and longevity,
multiplied by number of years of kQt
The r =ts of pay will continue in effect upon retirement
at end of 30 year a total active and inactive federal
service* Ail 10^ for extra-ordinary neroism if entitled
t lie re to.
grade
Serv-
ice 1 1-A 2 3 4 5 6 7
107.25 97.50 87.75 74.75 65.00 58.50 52.00 48.75
21 lie. 04 106.31 35.68 81.51 70.88 63.79 56.70 0S*li
22 12;*. 51 111.37 100.24 85.39 74.25 66.83 3=>.40 55. 6)
23 1,28.08 116.43 104.70 00.27 77.63 69.86 6.2.10 58.20
24 138.60 126.00 113.40 96.60 84.00 ?5.60 67.20 63. >
J
25 144.36 131.25 118.13 100.63 87.50 78.75 T0*00 65.63
26 150.15 136.50 12;. 85 1M.65 91*00 81.00 72.80 SO.
27 161.49 150,18 132.13 112.56 97.88 88.00 78.30 73-41
28 167.48 lfj ,.65 137.02 116.7;5 101.50 91.35 81.23 76-13
29 173.46 161.13 141*02 120*00 105.13 94.61 84.10 78.84
30 185.63 168.75 151.88 120.38 112.50 101*25 90*08 84.38
112
APPM3.IZ V
Monthly Pay and Allowance 3 > "ouzalaaioned and "arrant
Officers., Hary and Uayal iteaerve
i« i« null i , i .1 1 < 1 11 1 » iiK irmin m r , m —n i m im
"1 1owan,ceaP
i th i thou
t










ient- aiet- tent- slat*
?ay -Allowance al ence aj ence
^33.53 416*67 X2D 42 UF .f
753.33 183*33 120 42 105 21
733*33 41.67 120 I* 105 51
733.33 120 42 115 21





















ve y I yra.
nier 5 yra.
ver 20 yra*, cred-
itable record



































t -jaioned warrant officers iuri
.oned aervice are entitled to base
$2t 134 _er annum and the allowances of
od) a certificate of creditable re curl
231.00 241.50
firat 10 yrs. of com*
pay at the rate of





Mnm and service over ver ver uver «3r oyer
for pay 10 15 17 18
period purposes ^rs* yra* yra. yro. yra* yra.
'•oramodore und
fapt. 440.00 458.33 476.6*7
Hosidr • t
ver 30 yra.
nder 80 yra. 385.00 401.34 ;17.J8
Lt. Comdr.;
Over 23 yra.
Under 33 yra. 330.00 343.75 357.50
Lieut.
s
Over 1*? yra. 343.75 35^.50
Under 17 yrs. 76.00 287.50
Lieut, (jg) I
Over 10 yra. 264.5) ^ .00 287.50 209.00
Under 10 yra.
nai^n*
ver 5 yra. 240.00 250.00 260.00
under 5 yra.
Over 00 yra. t cred-
itable record 357.50
/er 10 yra., cred-
itable record 264.50 276-00 287.50 8§9*K
Under 10 yra* 258.00 262.50 ;73.00
arrant off. 216.0) 225.00
Service fo r, longevity
Rank and service Over ^ver 555 Over Q^cr
for pay 21 23 27 50
period jHirooae a yra. yra . yra. yr a. yra.
Commodore and
lapt. 405.00 513.33 531.67 550-00
Comdr.
:
Over 3) yra. 55.). n
Under 30 yra. 433. 12 440.17 465.31
Lt. Comdr.:
ver 23 yra. 433.12 44 3.17 465.21 481.
tender 23 yra. 371.35
Lieut.
•
over 17 yra. 371.25 385.00 308.75 412.50
tinder 17 yra.
Lieut, i (jg) t
^r 10 yra. 310.50 322.00 333.50 345.
ler 10 yra.
$Ml£ftl








3erri ce Tor ioq^ritj
^rer -,ver over ?er
?1 81 24 30
yra. yra. yrs* yrs* ^ra«
S
r«r 23 yrs.» cred*
itable record 371*25
Over 10 yrs.» cred-
itable record 310 . 50
Onder 10 yrs. 283.50
Arrant off. 343.00
386.00 393.75 41 .
322.00 333. SO 345.
294.00 304.50 315. -)0
252*00 261.00 270.00
s tilly ^ay of unlisted .lien. and feval -e serve
o*w >Mr->«...'«i—HUfr .—»immiWii i: . I 'll 'MlllMwlWa —HP* Ml WW—W - HWi'W i ilii«^i.W"Ki,^,.W| .». --- ******** .m
Years of service
Hlassi- ./er Oyer over Orer over
Pay fiea~ Bad© 8 t f 'II 15




1 165 173.25 181.50 180.75 1^8
ImA W®{jk&) 150 157.50 165 17ii.80 ISO
Ic



















115 130.75 126.50 132.25 138













*la33i- ver Over /ver ver
^ay fica- U 21 24 a? 30
J
1






















214.50 222.75 231 >*25 247.50
105 202*50 UO 217.50 .
175.50 182.25 183 195.75 202
149.50 155.25 161 166*75 172.50
130 135 140 145 150
117 121.50 126 130.50 135
134 106 112 116 120
97.50 101.25 105 108.75 112.50
t (ank and -illomncea





(ental ;ubal stance Cental -ubaiatence








































i n . i mil, i.i » n i m ii.. ii m i i i «»« li«m « n n ———»— 1 1 i « i >n i i m m i m i n
I HMMea
'.th xtwout




iental >*u>)ai3t*?ace. .-"tentgtl ubaiatQiiee
—«—— m i 11 mm 1 iiii.i h 1 111 » i...». « i.i n. »il.iw.,i,i. . . . .^ i .ipi. » „....—-.-» , m in i
tieign*
vsr 5 yrs. ?5 42 SO HI
Under 5 yrs. 60 42 45 21
I yrs.t cred-
ible record 105 6?» ^1
;er 10 yrg.» cred-
itable record 90







The iay Scales of the (Massification Act of 19 a3,
&aended
ffectire July l f 1546
ederal Mvil terries
.Service AM *rad© sic pay rat




1 1690,. ) )i3-» M





3 2 1954 .oo t$94<.00
4 ivi; J i>00 2469,.24




& 4 3394-.00 2845..44
6 ' (>'J< 24 a M





8 .60 3648.« > 3
7 e 3021-.00 3773-.40
9 3271,.so 4024.
2 8 7 3397- 20 414*..60
10 3648 .00 4400..40
8 3773,.40 4525..80
3 9 4149,.60 4202..00
10 4525 i.SO 5278.
4 11 4902-.00 5905..29
5 xz §905,»23 6S62<.80




f 14 §***«.50 9376,.50
8 15 3975.30 10000..00
d 16 ee note 3 t>elow
1. The rate a for the 01 i it IIwl n ffi ifliiil f mil 3«rrice, as of
July 1, 1946 f are as follows;
CS-1, 90 to 97 cents an hour Me§f '51. 2)- &*39 an hr.
1.04- ;i. 12 an hour *4* 1«35-?1 .49 an hr*
2* The rates far part-time charwomen and part-time head
charwomen are 90 and 95 cents an boar, respectiTely*
3. $*i and CAF-16 bare no explicit pay rate 3. they in-
clude poaitlous for \»;hic>i ^on#re3e» In IndiYi&tal cases,
expressly fixe a a pay rate in excess of £10 #000 a year.
lib
km tx yi i
lapSfl ^amputation of a Superannuation benefit in the
Public ^]5loye«8 letireiaent -ystera of Ohio
As a hypothetical case let ua take a civil servant
who Is sailing 1500 at age thirty &*6 »;tc*rt3 Uls contribu-
tions at this point* « contributes on the "basis of £
for ten yearj, on the "basis of 12000 for 13 years , and on
j of 3)> J for 10 years, thus saaki total MMH
ber of 30 years and age sixty year a*
.3ber 5> MMMHlt 13 yrs.
~ 'jot $4fyg $***% aaAJatejr.g,al
al 10 =1500 -Tto
10 100
c) 10 50
d; -TitU interest compounded
e) 11300 with in t riftftf ftiiiiiiilftit
t) "1800 (no compounded interest)
gj &m*% in t^ployees 1 saving fund 15548
h) Ilatcbi:. g contribution {^aployers
accumulation fu ^54,8
i) A**t | erred to aonuity and pension
reserve fund 10 J6
/
4) actuarial age factor for 60 years 10.3033
This figure changes with different ages
and detex-nines amount of annuity which
may be bought with the fund available*
k) Aa*t yearly annuity above will purchase 1)68.60
1) Flat |X5«00 ?er zaooth increase for all
iartmii retiring after 1> or more years
of service. *ssed by last legislature,
iub. senate Bill ,r5?) 180 « 00
m) Total yearly pension HI %5l 60
n) Total sixthly retirement benefit for life 104*05
o) riw* service credit received [Willi (1 be
I in basic annuity) •
Thus is an example computation of n superannuation
benefit. Tlie salaries usel in the ftMWiMUli are aaid to be
fairly typical of general civil service office markers.
iu?3t i that regardless of salary, the eantribu-
ti mm are | on a isa >)0J. $e can easily
understand the agitation by the higher salaried employees
tc I | uioua on actual salaries. Also we
see that the actuarial age factor is a deteruinin^ factor
in the amount of benefit receive!, fhus if an employee
reti years of age he might have a larger fund
credited to him in the annuity ant pension reserve £ut}d
than ft doyee who retired at 70 years of age but due
to the actuarial age factor the older m I ee would




:xguaffle3 of Old Age Inaur fits
atc£*£ on thly




ithly benefits "based on payment











loathly p&y&iettta based on payment
oT lUx for 5 years













monthly patients ba^ed on payment
tax for 10 years













Monthly payments based on nt













-onthly payments baaed on payment
_








ithly payments baaed on payment














^xa.^iua of ''a^ily Benefits { ocial security)
18 one child
if 16 or 18 if
To widow of in school or
any age and to one vholly
Mrs rage iaonthly To widow if one child iependent :ji\?~
MtfM Of de- over 65 or : Until child ent if 65 » or




j>er.ioi reached if l r i a z:\qq1)
Monthly Wnefl'ta Kascil on
of tax for 3 years
.
eat
3 50 '15.45 125.78 110.50
100 10.31 32*19 13.89
150 23*18 38.63 •lb. 45
or aore 30.)) .50 60
NiOfel* V-enefits "based fit
of tax for 5 years
50 15.76 ».£5 1>.50
109 1S.60 13.13
,63 30.38
25) or N 31.50 53.50 .1. J)
onthly "benefits "baaed on pirni
of tax for 10 years
50 16.50 ;7.50 11.00
100 20.63 34.38 13.75
150 2-1.75 41.25 16.50
1 Of re 05*00 55.00 .0)
ontaly "benefits based on paMt
of tax far 30 year
3
50 IB. 00 30.00 li.00
100 ^2.50 37,50 15.00
150 99*99 45. >0 10*00
25) or more 56.00 00*99
fonthi:/ "benefit 1*4 on /••-KfUt
of tax for 30 ^ears
50 19.50 32.50 13.00
24.38 40.65 IS.ido
15a 30. 48.75 10.50
990 or more 39.00 65. DO 26.00
nthly "benefit* "based on /sent
of tax for 40 /ears
50 21.)) 35.00 14.00
100 26.25 43.75 1^.50
31. .00 01*00
250 or ssore 42.00 70.00 28.00
121
aw»idi>: u
iciitj ro .'osed in Federal liTil Oerrice \>y :rt
to pany >enat
year'3 of ser <rice, years of ae rrice,
uity to— annuity payttble to—
Are rage idow
salary 3f de- -•in- of de-
for ployee •n of ioyee cease i of
5 year
3
re* act Ive d.<e cease **ctiv< aa«d
tire- m - ctire tire- active
it ployee e> >lovee n t ployee e
|l *
r>3 '"; /,25 ' 113 450
1, 2 131 350 175
1,500 )0 150 4 m
2,0 > 1 078 338 160 450
750 375 188 1,000 300 >3
.,Ji.« 412 >6 1,100
3,500 &)0 450 225 1, 600 30)
4,000 075 48S 244 1#300 650
4,500 1,050 ;5 263 1,40) 700
5,0 >0 1,125 563 282 3 ,500 7:> 360
5,500 1,238 619 310 1,650 8:55
e,ooo 1,35) 675 338 1,803 300
6,53^ 1,463 733 360 1,05) 075
7,000 X ) 3*3 778 ,100 1,030
7,500 1,688 Mi .,<£50 i,ias
6, 1,800 900 , 1,303
8,5)3 1,913 036 . t 1,275
*> ^, X , J**j .,700 1,350
J,500 ,13© 1,069 , 1,425
10, 1 V) 1,125 , >00 i,a
year 3 of 9ftr?i«ft, 30 years of wm*wim§
annuity• payable tjfll«WJM amfaii* 3&.»ablC tO
I 500 450 $ 225 - 113 450 I 225 112
1* 875 438 19 1 450
1,530 1,00) 500 50 1,200 600 300
>0> 1 ,1 i5 «.JO £>j m% !• 6" SI
i ,mo 2, 625 13 1 , O^ 7:, 36)
3, 1 1,375 6SB 3 I 1,650 825
1,501 75) 360 1»- y.i
4, 1,635 13 1,^50 075
4, 1,750 875 Jt3 1,050
5,000 1,875 936 ,35) 1,125
5, ,06? 1,031 ,:,475 1*338
6, 1 , :350 1,125 ,7)0 1,350
6, ,438 1, ;, 1,462
7, 2,625 1 ,3 Xi« ,150 1,575
7, 2,813 1,406 ,^75 l#o
8, 3,000 1,500 i 1,800
2d)
122
year3 ot service, w3d years of service,
anviaity payable to*-
?ra^e idow idow
.r; - of &e~ - of de-
fer ayee ceased Orphan of st cease
5 years on re~ act ire deceased on re- active




50 J | t







Officers ietired. 1 J4)-l >47










'olonti 154 775 14%
Lieut- "ols. 2,543 a 86. t
iaj ors 3,993 30 } )
&iraJ.s P9 m 54>
Hmmaoiores 29 z$
ttolas mo 475 58.*
b miiiamliri H 1*3 75
» » m i i»i i « «
** %imm Jane 50, 1M0»
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